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前言： 

 

中国从 2010 到 2016 对葡萄酒的消费需求以及整个市场的增长规模上

升了百分之一百三十二，达到了 2.466 百万公升。有三个至关重要的

条件支撑着中国葡萄酒市场份额占比的增长. 第一：中国经济的蓬勃

发展，中国涌现出一大批中产阶层的全球消费同步意识，以及对高品

质生活的追求与享受 导致对高端产品的消费能力持续上升，第二：

农村与城市差距逐渐缩小，大部分村镇持续的城市化建设，改变了乡

村居民的消费观念。第三：消费者普遍对生活品质的提升和对健康意

识的增强直接导致消费升级。 

如今，世界的焦点在中国。作为当前葡萄酒消费量增长最强劲的市场

之一和亚洲葡萄酒市场最主要消费国，中国有着极具光明的“未来”。

如果从葡萄酒进口总金额来进行排名，中国现在已经是全球第四大葡

萄酒消费国。2016 年中国进口葡萄酒的价值约为二十一亿欧元。通过

以上分析发现，现在大部分中国消费群体对外国葡萄酒非常感兴趣。

由于它的高质量，由于它的原产国，由于它的有效推广外国葡萄酒迎

合了中国消费者的心理需求并且深受消费者的喜爱，同时在中国的消

费地位同比上升。 

意大利和葡萄酒有悠久的历史渊源，葡萄酒是意大利餐桌上必不可少

的一部分。意大利葡萄酒品种特别丰富，由于它的地理位置以及拥有

最适宜葡萄生长的优异气候条件，使得意大利葡萄酒的口感品质极好！
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但是具备了这些条件并不能让意大利葡萄酒成为世界上最流行的品牌，

意大利葡萄酒除了拥有高质量的原料和十分完美的酿造工艺，以保证

酿造出高品质的意大利葡萄酒以外，毫无疑问意大利葡萄酒以它的高

雅和优质品牌影响力而世界闻名并受到全世界的赞赏。只是在中国的

市场上意大利葡萄酒的营销还不算太成功。意大利葡萄酒在欧洲和美

国市场相对比较成功，因为从市场占率来看是不错的，但是在中国市

场认知度还相对比较低。意大利葡萄酒在中国市场的销售渠道及占有

量还很小，进入市场的产品种类及品牌也不多，处在市场营销初级阶

段。目前它的市场占有率约为百分之五的市场份额。排在法国，西班

牙，澳大利和智利销售份额之后。考虑到意大利葡萄酒的品质魅力和

它在世界上的知名度，不能否认它在中国的品牌地位处在比较尴尬的

局面。 

意大利葡萄酒进入中国市场的营销策略及营销渠道的问题比较多。邓

小平的改革开放使得中国经济与国际经济接轨做出贡献，中国政府吸

引了大量外国企业的投资，第一个试图进入中国葡萄酒市场的是法国

的酒庄。它们和中国企业建立了合资企业。过了三十年的发展法国葡

萄酒品牌在中国市场需求中特别流行。法国葡萄酒品牌在中国取得的

成功最有效的方法是：他们明白中国市场和其他的市场不一样。所以

为成功地进入中国市场它们愿意改变葡萄酒的味道，研究哪些葡萄酒

最适合中国消费者的品味及需求，并且成功的在选取葡萄品种及酿造

方法上加以改进，同时在销售渠道上紧密的同分销商建立了长期稳定

的合作关系，包括对销售人员的葡萄酒相关知识的培训并且协助经销
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商推广销售法国葡萄酒。很多意大利酒庄到现在为止依然没有重视中

国市场的前景，只是想盲目地把意大利的葡萄酒销往到中国市场，重

视短期内的销售利润，并没有重视意大利品牌发展的战略部署。这种

只重短期经济利益不注重长期品牌发展，会严重阻碍意大利葡萄酒在

中国市场的占有率和发展趋势。意大利酒庄在中国市场的营销计划及

整体推广还不完善不成熟，其中最重要的是没有把意大利葡萄酒的文

化和历史价值考虑进去。意大利酒庄的葡萄酒在中国的销售推广方案

还不算成功，但是并不影响意大利葡萄酒的魅力在部分中国消费者心

中的地位，我相信中国市场的成长规模和消费需求的升级，在当前中

国国家领导人习近平的全球合作共赢的发展趋势下，正在为这些企业

创造前所未有的机遇。意大利葡萄酒会利用后发制人的优点，利用法

国和其他外国葡萄酒业已经打开的渠道，要试图采用新的快捷的销售

推广方式成功的打开中国市场。这样意大利葡萄酒会获得更大的中国

进口份额。如果只盲目复制竞争企业的营销方式，不一定会很成功。

意大利葡萄酒更应该提高品牌服务及品质品牌的市场认知度。意大利

葡萄酒更需要采用全新的销售理念。比如说利用意大利旅游业，使得

成千上万中国游客来意大利旅游度假，在欣赏美丽的自然风光、悠久

的千年历史文化、著名的艺术作品和众多时尚奢饰品的同时，如果把

品鉴意大利葡萄酒文化的旅行行程加入其中，肯定会提高意大利葡萄

酒 在 中 国 消 费 市 场 的 知 名

度。                             
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目前来看意大利葡萄酒要想成功打入中国市场，比起法国三十年的成

长积累，意大利葡萄酒的营销渠道并不容易搭建，品牌文化理念推广

也有一定的难度。 如果想解决这个关键性问题，最应该在中国建立

一个意大利葡萄酒品牌市场营销推广部门。这样可以很好的和中国市

场分销商长期有效的沟通合作，更紧密的和消费者搭建交流学习的平

台，十分有效的根据中国市场的需求和对消费群体的品牌宣传起到事

半功倍的效果。这是当前意大利酒庄需要认真考虑，如何改变进军中

国市场的营销策划战略的新思想。 

最后，我相信意大利葡萄酒在中国市场的品牌文化推广会日益增长，

稳步发展，结合现代全新营销策划理念，把意大利葡萄酒的历史文化

及品牌魅力成功植入中国消费者心中。 
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Introduction 

 

In 2014 I spent one year in China, there, I had the chance to meet a Chinese wine 

distributor. While we were talking about the potentialities for wine in China she showed 

me her cellar to present the most performing bottles in her stock. I was astonished when 

I realized that among the numerous bottles of wine there was almost no Italian one. That 

was a clear indicator of the situation of Italian wine in China. So, I started researching 

why an important wine producing country like Italy couldn’t replicate in China the 

success it enjoys worldwide. During my research, I became more and more aware of the 

potentialities of the Italian wine and how there were ill-used during the first twenty years 

China opened its market to foreign wines. While the French wineries entered the market 

almost immediately and started promoting their wines, Italian wineries decided not to 

give importance to this market. Now they are still paying the price, in 2016 Italy had only 

5% of the total wine imported market share while France had 44% of it.   

The research has been divided into three chapters: the first chapter will give a global 

presentation of the wine industry focusing on Italy as wine exporting country and on the 

Chinese market attractivity. First, a brief introduction about the product and its cultural 

and historical meaning will be given. Then the global wine industry will be briefly 

presented in order to underline how it is composed, its major trends, the most important 

wine producing countries and wine consuming countries. From the presentation, it will 

be possible to elicit the strong wine export vocation of Italy together with its primate in 

wine production and the continuously growing Chinese percentage of wine consumption 

and wine imports. Then, the following two paragraphs will analyse the current situation 

of the Italian wine industry and the current situation of the overall Chinese market, 

focusing on the Chinese wine market and its wine imports. Finally, the last paragraph will 

present a Swot analysis about the Italian wine in China. 
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The second chapter will present the choice of internationalization, and, especially for 

small and medium wineries, the biggest obstacles and the possible solutions. The first 

paragraph will present the major motivation behind the choice of internationalize, may 

them be an active choice to expand the operational market or a reactive choice of choosing 

another market because of the increasing difficulty of operating in the local market. Once 

explained the motivation behind the choice of internationalize the paragraph will tackle 

the barriers, internal and external, that a firm must consider when choosing to 

internationalize and how to leverage the resources it has in order to create and effective 

internationalization strategy. Once having chosen to internationalize the company must 

select the right market where to enter. The second paragraph will deal with the major 

opportunities and risks a winery might encounter when approaching the Chinese wine 

market. Once having performed the due analysis of the country attractiveness and of the 

overall risks, a winery must decide the entry strategy and how to implement it. The third 

paragraph will be divided in two parts: the first part will present the tree main theories 

regarding internationalization, while the second part will analyse the choice of timing, the 

entry modes and the different results that may arise. The fourth paragraph will deal with 

one of the major obstacles every firm entering a foreign market must face: the liability of 

foreignness and will be presenting the different degrees of it and how to cope with them. 

The following paragraph will tackle the issue of cultural differences among the firm and 

the foreign market and what kind of approaches should be taken in order to avoid 

ethnocentrism and cultural myopia. Finally, after having assessed what to take into 

consideration when entering a foreign market, the last paragraph will present some 

considerations about what kind of strategy should be elaborated when entering the 

Chinese market, how to do it and what approach should be taken. 

The last chapter is composed by the result of the interviews I conducted with people, 

Italian and Chinese, working in the wine sector, the major problems they encountered and 

their insights about how to change the current situations. First, the many hurdles Italian 

wine is currently facing in China will be presented, the major hurdles as the lack of 

recognition, the small market share and the overall weak performance of the Italian wine 
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were described as due to an underestimation of the peculiarities of the Chinese market, 

due to a lack of willingness to have a peer to peer cooperation with distributors and 

retailers and a due to a lack of a proper communication with the final consumers. The 

following part of the chapter has been divided according to the possible actions that can 

be taken in order to improve the position of the Italian wine. Every paragraph’s topic has 

been chosen accordingly to what was deemed as more important during the interviews, 

the field experiences and the seminars.  The first topic is about Guanxi, how it works and 

the implications for those who are trying to create a positive and solid guanxi network 

and how to maintain it. The second one is about the negotiation with a Chinese 

counterpart, the major obstacles that is possible to encounter and how to overcome them. 

The third part is a comparison about the success of the French wine and the actual 

situation of the Italian wine in China and what Italian wineries can learn from the French 

model. The fourth paragraph deals with how to link the growing stream of Chinese tourist 

visiting Italy with wine promotion. The fifth paragraph presents the importance of 

branding in China, how to develop and how to maintain a popular and successful brand. 

Finally, the last paragraph briefly explains the potentialities of E-commerce in China, the 

major viable ecommerce channels and how to take advantage of them. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

This chapter firstly will present wine, its history and its characteristics, then it will focus 

on an overview of the global industry of wine underlying the latest trends in wine 

production, consumption and trade in order to understand if, analysing the overall trends 

of the wine industry, it is a favourable moment for Italy to export in China. Thirdly, a 

brief picture of the Italian wine industry will be presented where a short description about 

the Italian wine industry characteristics will be given. Finally, in the last paragraph, China 

and its wine market will be analysed. 
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1)WINE, ITALY and CHINA 

1.1) Wine 

1.1.1) Introduction 

 

“Wine, the fermented juice of the the grape genus Vitis, one species, V. vinifera (often 

erroneously called the European grape), is used almost exclusively. Beverages produced 

from V. labrusca, the native American grape, and from other grape species are also 

considered wines. When other fruits are fermented to produce a kind of wine, the name 

of the fruit is included, as in the terms peach wine and blackberry wine.”1 

 

This is just a simple definition of the one of the main subjects of this research: Wine. 

Wine can have multiple definitions because it can be seen from numerous different 

perspectives. It can be considered as a simple drink, a product to be sold as many others 

perhaps or a good to be collected. These kinds of considerations even if empirically 

correct sounds unfair to something that spans beyond simple materialistic considerations. 

Wine is a complex, fascinating and enjoyable good. It is a delicious drink whose history 

and origins can be traced back to the dawn of humankind.  

 

                                                           
1 A. AMERINE.Wine. [online] (2017) Encyclopedia Britannica. Available at: 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/wine  
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1.1.2) Historical background 

The earliest records referring to wine production can be found in Armenia and can be dated 

to the days of Urartu, an eighth century B.C. proto-Armenian kingdom located in eastern 

Anatolia that had strong commercial ties with the Assyrian empire. One of the goods it 

exported was the product that enabled this kingdom to flourish: wine.2 

But even if Urartu can be considered the first site hosting records referring to the 

production and commerce of wine, in 2007 the archaeologists have discovered another site 

in Armenia, in a cave at Areni, there they discovered a six thousand years old winery.3 

From its cradle in Armenia the wine expanded into the whole Middle East until it reached 

Egypt. There it underwent a cultural transformation, because of its peculiarities its value 

changed from a simple alcoholic beverage to a prized beverage of status and ostentation. 

In Egypt, around 2200 B.C. it became a tradition for wealthy people to be washed with 

wine before being mummified and to be buried with the most precious wines available. 

The Egyptians also observed the positive effect a moderate consumption of wine has on 

the human body and, therefore recommended it for curing diseases related to stomach 

problems, respiratory conditions, constipation, and herpes.4 

                                                           

2 Treccani.it.. Urartu in "Dizionario di Storia". [online] Available at: 

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/urartu_(Dizionario-di-Storia)   

 

3 T. PELLECCHIA, Wine: The 8,000-Year-Old Story of the Wine Trade. 1st ed. Running Press, (2006).  

4 Poo Mu CHOU. Wine and Wine Offering in the Religion of Ancient Egypt. London: Kegan Paul (1995).  
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The wine kept expanding and it eventually reached the Greek shores, there, its availability 

made him a consumption good for every social class, from the poor peasant to the rich 

politician everybody could taste wine. It became so embedded in Greek society that its 

influence can be found from poetry to law.5 During one of the most important social 

events in Ancient Greek, the symposium, wine always held an important role. Its role was 

so important that one of the guest, usually the most respected, had the duty to decide how 

to serve it and the amount of water and wine to be mixed to avoid excessive drunkenness. 

The symposium was a meeting of men belonging to respected families who met to discuss 

about philosophy, politics and so on. The most famous symposium is the one described 

by Plato where Socrates and other participants discussed the genesis, nature and purpose 

of love. Although wine was forbidden during this event one of the guests, Alcibiades, 

entering upon the scene late and inebriated showed that it's impossible to ban the wine 

and its effect in releasing the most passionate nature of men and therefore, symbolizing 

the power of wine as an instrument to reveal the true self. Regarding the Greek poetry, 

it's almost an embarrassment of riches. From Homer on, the wine had always a role in 

influencing a man's spirit, and the Greeks were aware of the effects of alcohol abuse: 

"Three bowls do I mix for the temperate: one to health, which they empty first; the second 

to love and pleasure; the third to sleep. When this bowl is drunk up, wise guests go home. 

The fourth bowl is ours no longer, but belongs to violence; the fifth to uproar; the sixth 

to drunken revel; the seventh to black eyes; the eighth is the policeman's; the ninth 

belongs to biliousness; and the tenth to madness and the hurling of furniture”6 

 

                                                           

5 I. TATTERSALL, R. DESALLE and P. WYNNE,  A natural history of wine. New Haven & London: 

Yale University Press. (2015) 

 

6 EUBULUS, Semele or Dionysus, fr. 93. preserved in Athenaeus, Deipnosophists 2.37c  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eubulus_(poet)
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With the Roman conquest of Greece all the Greek cultural background was swiftly 

absorbed by the Romans during the second century B.C. . The presence of wine and the 

effects associated with its consumption were so strong that the Greeks before and the 

Romans after created a cult to Dionysus, for the Greeks, and Bacchus, for the Romans. 

There were also festivals, the Bacchanalia, held to honour Bacchus were all the 

constrained hidden emotions and desires were surged. The values behind these gatherings 

were completely at odds with the official Roman morality, eventually the Roman Senate 

decided to ban these gatherings. Still, even if the Romans were more cautious and wary 

than the Greeks about the effects of the wine on shedding people's inhibitions, wine 

became a social and economic important part of the society during the Republic and the 

Empire. The Roman conquest of the Mediterranean basin contributed to the diffusion of 

wine in all its provinces. Moreover, the roads the Romans built and the trade route the 

Romans secured created the necessary conditions to the spread of the wine around the 

Empire. The increased prosperity and relatively peaceful centuries of the Empire granted 

an environment conducive to wine production. 

With the rise of Christianity wine was bestowed with a more sacred value, it was 

perceived not only as a drink capable of altering the senses but also as a symbol of the 

connection with the divinity. The founder of Christianity, Jesus Christ, was born in a 

culture deeply related with wine, Jewish communities considered wine a God given 

product whose roots can be traced back to Noah. In the New Testament, many wine 

related episodes can be found: from the transformation of water into wine to the last 

supper when Jesus gave his disciples wine, declaring  

“Drink from it, all of you.  

This is My blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins.  
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I tell you, I will not drink of this fruit of the vine from now on until the day when I drink 

it anew with you in My Father’s kingdom.”7 

The early Christian church made wine and the Eucharist the embodiment of the liberation 

promised by Jesus. Considering all the similarities between Jesus and Bacchus: both born 

from a God through a common woman, their resurrection and the miracles connected with 

their figures; we can assess that the practice of celebrating Eucharist with wine meshed 

successfully with previously established habits. Wine can be considered both in symbolic 

and concrete ways to be one of the bridges that connected the ancient world to the modern 

world.  

During the Middle Age, although it was considered as a period of invasion and endemic 

warfare, wine and wineries, also thanks to the sacred value attributed to the wine, 

continued to prosper and the wine-growing tradition resisted everywhere had been 

previously established. The spread of Christianity increased the demand of wine for 

sacred and more profane activities.  

When the European powers started to navigate the globe they also started to export the 

vine-cultivation techniques beyond the usual borders. In South America and in California 

they found land and climate who were suitable for the vine cultivation therefore, 

expanding the global production of wine and introducing new kinds of vines, an important 

differentiation that will save the European vines from the aphis crisis of 1865. 

In the nineteenth century, the production of grapes and wine reached Australia and New 

Zealand, thus ensuring a wide coverage over the entire globe.8 

 

                                                           

7 The Holy Bible  1st ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, (1992).  Pp .Matthew 26:29.  

8 P. MCGOVERN, Uncorking the past. 1st ed. Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press (2010). 
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After this short historical introduction, it is clear that wine and its consumption is deeply 

embedded in our nature. Every wine has its own different characteristics that grants to the 

product its quality and uniqueness. Its characteristics often mirror the peculiarities of the 

territory where is harvested and the people who carefully nurture the plant and oversee 

the whole transformation process from the grape to the wine. 

Trying to differentiate wines it is always a difficult endeavour, the differentiation can be 

made from a legislative approach, from a wineries-based approach till to a regional 

distinction. Every approach has its validity and for deeper and more accurate 

differentiation a valid source is Charters (2008).9  

The differentiation that follows is a simple, almost elementary attempt to differentiate 

wines according to the main differences they present. This attempt is designed for those 

who completely lack any understanding of wine. 

One of the first differences that are easily recognizable is the colour, wine can be divided 

into red, rosé and white. The colour differentiation is caused by the skin of the grape and 

more precisely by the tannin.  

Tannin are a substance that can be found in many plants and fruits, including grapes. It 

gives to wine a more bitter taste, causing a dry feeling in the mouth. During the 

fermentation, it can be decided to let the skin sit with the grapes or to remove it, this 

decision will determine the final colour of the wine: 

-Red wine is the result of a long period of fermentation with the skin, it contains a high 

amount of tannin. Compared with white wine it tends to have a higher percentage of 

alcohol, a heavier body and tends to have a more complex flavour profile. 

                                                           

9 CHARTERS, Wine and society. 1st ed. Amsterdam : Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, (2008) 
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-White wine instead is a wine that fermented with little or no skin contact, it contains a 

lower amount of tannin and it tends to be lighter, more floral, more crisp than red wine. 

It often includes hints of citrus and other fruits. 

-Rosé, or blush wine, is a wine that fermented for a small amount of time with the skin of 

the grapes. Because of the brief exposition with the skin it contains relatively low amount 

of tannin. 

The colour of the wine is not affected by the grapes' skin colour, so theoretically it is 

possible to obtain white wine from red grapes. 

Other distinctions can be made, for example we can distinguish light wines from dessert 

wines and sparkling wines. Usually if a red, white or rosé wine have 14% or less of 

alcohol by volume content it can be considered a light wine. 

Dessert wines are sweeter because they contain a bigger amount of sugar and are usually 

served after the meal. Finally, sparkling wines are wines with significant levels of carbon 

dioxide in it, the carbon dioxide makes this wine fizzy.  

This differentiation was made to enable the reader to get a hint about the different flavours 

present in the wine world and to help him/her to understand its main differences as a 

product. 

In the paragraph about the Chinese wine market it will be explained the preferences of 

the Chinese consumer and why some determinants of wine suits better his/her taste. So, 

the aim of this brief presentation of the wine and its main characteristics was necessary 

in order ensure a better understanding of the product and to better understand the 

customers’ preferences. 
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1.1.3) Global wine industry 

Wine’s production, trade and consumption are influenced by numerous determinants. 

This paragraph will firstly present the overall trends in the global wine market from a 

general point of view and then it will focus on the latest data about global wine production, 

consumption and trade in order to underline the growing importance of China as a market 

for wine export and why, especially in this period, Italy should focus its attention to it. 

When trying to analyse the complexity of the international wine trade several approaches 

can be used, for example an economic approach more oriented toward the production of 

wine and the revenues related to it, a geographical approach, exploring the changes in the 

geography of international trade, or a more managerial approach, focused on the 

performances of the wine value chain. The approach adopted will firstly present the two 

existing main clusters into the wine industry and then will describe difference among 

these two clusters and their effects on the global wine industry. Albeit wine is produced, 

sold and consumed globally its characteristics and qualities are closely related to the 

geographic characteristics of the soil where it is cultivated. The sum of the characteristics 

playing a part in forming the final product can be defined as terroir. This definition isn’t 

a merely sum of all the geographical traits of the soil but it also encompasses the 

interactions among the soil, the climate, the wines, the methods of vine cultivation and 

the fermentation till to the final product. The level of specialization and precision in 

cultivating and producing wine reached in some regions is so high that, often, the entire 

region is famous thanks to the best vine varietal present in that region. The location is an 

important factor in determining the characteristics of the final product. Regions such as 

Bordeaux or Champagne are world wide known thanks to their terroir and a wine coming 

from those regions is often a synonymous of high end product or at least one whose 

quality is guaranteed.10 This brief introduction about terroir and regions was necessary 

                                                           

10 ibid 
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because in the wine industry certain regions or countries enjoys a better positioning in 

consumers’ minds thanks to the quality of the wines produced in those regions.  

According to Hugh Johnson11 we can divide wine producing countries into two main 

clusters. 

The first cluster of wine producing countries is the so called Old World wine countries, 

such as France, Italy, Spain, Austria, Germany and Romania. In this cluster, great 

relevance is given to terroir, tradition in viticulture and winemaking. Because of the high 

proportion of manual work, the presence of labour unions and the reliance on more 

traditional techniques the price tends to be higher when compared with the price wine 

coming from the second cluster. Terroir has a critical importance in defining the wine 

quality and characteristics. Usually wines coming from this cluster have a delicate aroma 

and flavour. Because of their heritage and traditions wine countries from the first cluster 

tend to have a slow response to market changes.  

The second cluster of wine producing countries is the so called New World wine countries, 

such as New Zealand, Australia, South Africa and the United States. In this cluster science 

and innovation are more relevant also because of the relative newness of these country in 

the history of wine production. Wines coming from the second cluster tend to have a 

fruity character and are designed for quick consumption, not for archiving. Wine 

producers from the second cluster own extensive vineyards where thanks to the intensive 

use of technology and economies of scale are able to obtain a relatively inexpensive wine. 

Besides these two clusters, emerging markets like Russia and especially China are 

reshaping the wine industry’s production and demand thanks to their capability of 

creating a large demand. The wine industry appears to be fragmented in small or medium 

sized enterprises, especially in the Old World and in South America; whereas in the New 

World the small and medium enterprises phenomenon is steadily increasing the majority 

of the wine market is controlled by few big enterprises. Another important difference 

                                                           
11 H. JOHNSON, Hugh Johnson's modern encyclopedia of wine. 1st ed. New York: Simon & Schuster 

(1998) 
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among the two clusters is the strategy behind wine production. In the Old World, the 

production is based on highly differentiated products with particular attention to the 

quality in order to leverage on the peculiarities of the specific wine producing region. On 

the other hand, New World companies cannot leverage on competitive advantages such 

as the long-lasting wine producing tradition, the favourable climate or the high-quality 

production; their strategy is based on market segmentation with a specific product for 

every market segment. In the Old World exportations appears to be a passive reaction to 

the diminishing internal demand, the goal behind exportations is to empty the stock in 

order to avoid losses. Whereas in the new world wine production and exportations are 

highly connected, the strategy behind exportations are proactive and aimed at exploring 

and creating new competitive advantages not only learning from Old World techniques 

but also continuously adapting and innovating their production. The major difference 

among Old World and New World wineries is their size and target market. Usually New 

World markets are ruled by few companies that produce the majority of wine and have 

the capabilities to manage a continuous export to some target countries, whereas small 

and medium companies tend to specialize in producing high end wine therefore creating 

a niche for themselves. On the other hand, Old World markets present a large number of 

small and medium enterprises that are able to survive thanks to the specificity of their 

regional or national market 

These two clusters embody the major structural differences that shapes the wine industries, 

Michael A. Roberto12 conducted an analysis of the forces shaping the wine industry while 

trying to underline the major differences among these two clusters. The following points 

will present those differentiations. 

 

                                                           

12 M. ROBERTO, The Changing Structure Of The Global Wine Industry.  (2017) [online] 

Cluteinstitute.com.   
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-BUYER POWER 

Buyer power is higher in the Old World, usually in the Old World cluster consumers are 

more educated, sophisticated and price sensitive, sales often occur through supermarkets 

and other off-premise locations in Europe. The buyer power tends to be high also in the 

new world countries though. The main reasons are the overall low switching costs and 

the customer’s possibility to choose from a wide array of producers. The industry’s buyers 

include supermarkets, online platforms, specialist retailers, convenience stores, restaurant, 

hotels, bars and direct consumers. Supermarkets, which distribute 41% of the global 

supply, thanks to their sizeable orders and to their high turnover capability, are able to 

negotiate with producers or suppliers on price. Their negotiating power is quite limited 

though because they are forced to maintain a wide array of wines. Moreover, they preferer 

to deal with a wider but smaller set of producers to maintain the aforementioned array of 

choices but also because of the possibility to switch from one producer to another in case 

of problems. The increasing presence of e-commerce platforms is changing the traditional 

buyer’s role and power, these platforms are rationalizing and consolidating the costs from 

the producers to the final consumers cutting off the traditional suppliers. National 

differences regarding distribution channels highly influence the buyers power; for 

example, in Sweden the state owned Systembolaget13 company has the sole right to retails 

alcoholic beverages. This company controls the entire Swedish alcoholic retail 

distribution channel, can buy directly from wine producers and has strong bargaining 

power over them.  

-BARRIERS TO ENTRY 

The barriers to entry have always been relatively low, nevertheless a differentiation is 

appearing between the resources invested in New World wineries and those invested in 

Old World wineries though. The increasing expenses towards technology and automation 

                                                           
13 REGERINGSKANSLIET, Swedish Alcohol Retailing Monopoly (Systembolaget Aktiebolag) (2017). 

[online] Available at: http://www.government.se/government-agencies/swedish-alcohol-retailing-

monopoly--systembolaget-aktiebolag/ 
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in the New World together with higher investments in advertising are rising the entry 

barriers in that cluster. The most important barrier when entering the wine industry is the 

distribution channel. A company must be able to create an active and well-established 

connection with many distributors. The role of distributors can make the difference 

between a successful entry and a failure. Usually wine producing countries from the Old 

World can benefit from a positive Country of Origin effect that grants them a higher 

perceived quality and enables them to obtain a preferential treatment. For example, wines 

from France or Italy are considered differently by consumers than wines from China or 

Brazil. Nevertheless, small scale companies from the Old World still face many barriers 

when they approach large markets such as the Chinese one. The distributors enormous 

demand in terms of quantity can be a serious problem for wineries used to produce 

relatively small quantities of wine and therefore cause them to be excluded from the 

market. Also, the increasing competition and the necessity to increase investments into 

quality production or scale economy together with the requirement for a considerable 

capital in order to enter this industry or to be able to maintain a presence into it are 

important barriers to entry. 

-SUBSTITUTES 

Other alcoholic beverages may be perceived as potential substitutes for wine such as beer 

or spirits. The presence of these substitutes and the availability of them is challenging for 

the wine industry. The cost of switching out of wine into beer is not high for retailers, 

moreover beer appears to be a product with a higher turnover when compared with wine, 

for pubs or bars spirits and cocktails result more profitable than wine. Nevertheless, 

restaurants in Europe and America are almost obliged to serve wine because of cultural 

associations. Regarding the presence of substitutes the main differentiation among Old 

World and New World Clusters is the orientation toward home production of wine, this 

orientation appears to be higher in the Old world, therefore increasing the threats of 

substitutes in this cluster. 
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-SUPPLIER POWER 

Suppliers are the most important part of the trade itself, because they are the primary 

source of the final product. The most important supplied product is certainly wine grapes 

but also other suppliers such as chemical additives suppliers, technology suppliers, 

packaging suppliers and energy suppliers play a vital role in the whole wine producing 

process. Regarding the supplier power, the differentiation among those two clusters is 

more blurred, both in the New and Old World there are companies vertically integrated 

while others are more reliant on external producers. Globalization played an important 

role in reshaping the whole supplying chain, as stated before it helped some companies 

moving toward a more integrated production while enabling others to outsource grapes 

for low-quality wine while maintaining their premium grapes production for high end 

wines. The importance of the first stage of the wine value chain, grape production, 

certainly grants to suppliers a significant bargaining power. Because of the wine 

producing companies’ reliance on the grape production independent suppliers retain a 

high bargaining power since their transition to another buyer could compromise the entire 

wine production chain. 

-RIVALRY 

Rivalry among wineries appears to be higher in the Old World, the main reasons are three: 

-A critical excessive capacity, overproduction, and the incapability of the local market to 

absorb it 

- A lack or a relatively poor consumer branding that leads to a low product differentiation  

-Low entry barriers and the ease of accessing quality grapes increase the presence of 

competitors  
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With the increasing globalization, the possibility to obtain quality wine connected with 

low switching costs and global delivery capabilities creates a highly competitive 

environment for companies planning to increase or retain their global market share. 

 

1.1.4) Global wine production 

According to the 2016 OIV data, wine production is evaluated at 259 million hectolitres, 

excluding juice and musts, this figure is one of the lowest in the last two decades. If we 

compare this output with the 2015 production we can elicit a fall of 5%.14 

The production couldn’t maintain the positive increase experienced in 2012 and it is 

expected to decrease almost to 2002 levels, when the global production didn't reach 260 

million hectolitres. This decline is mainly due to two causes:  

-The continuing decreasing of world surface area dedicated to vineyard  

- Climatic events, that will heavily affect the southern hemisphere, especially Chile and 

Argentina. 

While the amount of wine produced should meet consumer demand, the figures are a 

reminder of how global warming and natural climate variability are having a profound 

effect on wine and on the viability of its cultivation. The table below shows the global 

wine production from 2011 to 2016. Although the numbers provided for 2015 are 

provisional and those for 2016 are a forecast so the data presented for 2016 are intended 

to be an indicator of the most probable outcome, nevertheless they are a useful tool to 

                                                           

14 OIV.INT, La produzione mondiale di vino 2016 è stimata in 259 Mio hl. (2017) [online] Available at: 

http://www.oiv.int/it/attivita-delloiv/la-produzione-mondiale-di-vino-2016-e-stimata-in-259-mio-h 
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gain a perception of the changing trends in the global wine production form a more 

specific point of view. 

 

Table 1: Global wine production (excluding juice and musts) 

Unit: mhl 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Provisional 

2016 

Forecast 

2016/2015 

Variation in Volume 

2016/ 2015  

Variation in 

Percentage 

Ranking 

Italy 42.8 45.6 54 44.2 50 48.8 -1.2 -2.00% 1 

France 50.8 41.5 42.1 46.5 47.4 41.9 -5.7 -12.00% 2 

Spain 33.4 31.1 45.3 39.5 37.3 37.8 0.5 1.00% 3 

United States 19.1 21.7 23.6 23.7 22.1 22.5 0.5 2.00% 4 

Australia 11.2 12.3 12.3 11.9 11.9 12.5 0.6 5.00% 5 

China 13.2 13.8 11.1 11.1 11.5 11.5 0 0.00% 6 

South Africa 9.7 10.6 11 11.5 11.2 10.5 -0.7 -7.00% 7 

Chile 10.5 12.6 12.8 10.5 12.9 10.1 -2.7 -21.00% 8 

Argentina 15.5 11.8 15 15.2 13.4 8.8 -4.6 -35.00% 9 

Germany 9.1 9 8.4 9.2 8.8 8.4 -0.4 -4.00% 10 

Portugal 5.6 6.3 6.2 6.2 7 5.6 -1.4 -20.00% 11 

Russia 7 6.2 5.3 4.9 4.9 4.9 0 0.00% 12 

Romania 4.1 3.3 5.1 3.7 3.5 4.9 1.3 37.00% 13 

New Zealand 2.4 1.9 2.5 3.2 2.3 3.1 0.8 34.00% 14 

Hungary 2.8 1.8 2.6 2.6 2.9 2.7 -0.2 6.00% 15 

Greece 2.8 3.1 3.3 2.8 2.5 2.6 0 2.00% 16 

Serbia 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 0 0.00% 17 

Austria 2.8 2.1 2.4 2 2.3 1.8 -0.5 -21.00% 18 

Georgia 1.1 0.8 1 1.1 1.7 1.7 0 0.00% 19 

Moldova 1.5 1.5 2.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 0 0.00% 20 
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Brazil 3.5 3 2.7 2.7 2.8 1.4 -1.4 -50.00% 21 

Bulgaria 1.1 1.3 1.8 0.8 1.3 1.3 0 1.00% 22 

OIV World 

Total 

267.7 258.1 288.9 270.8 274.4 259.5 -15.5 -5.00% 
 

Source: data from OIV, http://www.oiv.int/en/oiv-life/2016-world-wine-production-

estimated-at-259-mhl 

 

Old World countries, although they continue to occupy the first three positions, are 

experiencing a continuous decrease in production. Italy is expected to produce the most 

wine in 2016, followed by France, Spain, the US, Australia and China. Italy is slowly 

recovering from the 2014 downtrend although its production hasn't still reached the 2013 

volumes. France is likely to remain in the top three, despite a predicted 12% drop in 

production to 41.9mhl. Spain is expected to be the only country in the top three global 

wine producers to increase its production in 2016. In the European Union (EU), 2016 

wine production is evaluated, at the mid-range estimate, at 158.5 mhl (excluding juice 

and musts), which is a significant decline of 7.7 mhl compared with 2015 production 

(166.2 mhl). This data confirms the declining trend that is affecting the major European 

wine producer.  

New World countries production is experiencing a contraction mostly due to climatic 

events.  In South America, the production in the three countries of Argentina, Chile and 

Brazil is expected to plummet. Argentina recorded a significant reduction in its 

production in 2016 with 8.8 mhl (-35% compared with 2015), which is by far the poorest 

harvest in recent years. At the same time, 2016 production in Chile also experienced a 

decrease with 10.1 mhl, which is very close to that of 2014 (10.5 mhl) and represents a 

notable drop of -21% compared with wine production in 2015 (12.9 mhl).  Brazil 

experienced a very low production of 1.4 mhl, which is a reduction of 50% compared 
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with 2015 (2.8 mhl). The OIV said that the predicted decline main causes are the climatic 

events. In South America, the climate phenomenon called El Niño is expected to return. 

El Niño is a strong and unusual ocean current that deeply affects the environment causing 

severe changes in weather conditions. It usually happens along the western coast of South 

America every two to ten years. 15 Its return will heavily affect the delicate South 

Americans vineyards. 

The United States, with a +2% uptick compared with 2015, are expected to continue a 

growing phase. The only countries experiencing a steady rise in their wine production are 

Australia and New Zealand; Australian production is evaluated at 12.5 mhl, which is +5% 

compared with 2015. In New Zealand, 2016 production will reach 3.1 mhl, which is +34% 

compared with 2015.  

From this overall picture, we can elicit that Italy, positioning itself as the first wine 

producer and together with the relevant decline of production around the globe, especially 

in South America, will be able to occupy more market shares thanks to its sizable 

production. Moreover, the decline of production in the South America means that the 

wine producing countries from that region will not be able to guarantee the normal 

supplied quantity, therefore creating a vacuum in the market. 

 

 

 

                                                           

15 THE CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH DICTIONARY. El Niño Meaning in the Cambridge English 

Dictionary. [online] Dictionary.cambridge.org. Available at: 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/el-nino.com 
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Fig 1: 2015 major wine producing countries 

 

Source: Oiv, http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/4881/ppt-conf-rence-de-presse-octobre-

2016.pdf 

 

1.1.5) Global wine Consumption 

 

According to the data Oiv released the 2015 world wine consumption level is estimated 
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at between 235.6 and 244.3 mhl.16 Since the beginning of the economic and financial 

crisis of 2008, global wine consumption has stabilised itself at around 240 mhl. So, 

according to the data related to global wine production, we can elicit that there is a surplus 

of 15.4 mhl in wine production.   

The reduction in the consumption of traditional producer and consumer countries in the 

Old World experienced from the global crisis of 2008 seems to have slowed down, some 

countries even recorded a positive number: France experienced a fall of 1,2% (27.2 mhl), 

Italy had a modest growth (20.5 mhl, +0.1 mhl/2014) and Spain reached a level of 

stabilisation with 10 mhl. 

On the other hand, New World wine countries are experiencing a more decisive increase 

in wine consumption. The United States, whose consumption is estimated at 31 mhl, has 

confirmed itself as the largest wine consuming market in the world, its consumption levels 

experienced a stable growth. In Australia, the consumption of wine remained stable with 

5.4mhl. In South America, domestic consumption in 2015 was higher than in 2014, 

especially in Argentina who performed and increase of 3.2% compared with the previous 

year. 

In China, 2015 consumption is expected to reach 16 mhl, performing an upward trend of 

3% if compared with 15.5 mhl in 2014. China confirms itself as a continually growing 

market for wine consumption 

The overall global consumption still hasn't reached yet the level of 2012 but considering 

2014 it performed a growth of 0.4%. The countries who experienced the most intense 

increase in wine consumption are: 

                                                           

16 .OIV, GLOBAL ECONOMIC VITIVINICULTURE DATA. [online] (2015) Available at: 

http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/2256/en-communique-de-presse-octobre-2015.pdf  
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-China 

-Argentina  

-South Africa 

 

Table 2: Main wine consuming countries 

Country: mhl 2011 2012 2013 Provisional 

2014 

Forecast 

2015 

Percentage 

Variation 

2015/2014 

United States 28.3 29.2 30.3 30.7 31 1.00% 

France 28.3 28 27.8 27.5 27.2 -1.20% 

Italy 23.1 22.6 21.8 20.4 20.5 0.30% 

Germany 19.7 20.3 20.4 20.3 20.5 1.10% 

China 16.3 17.1 16.5 15.5 16 3.20% 

United 

Kingdom 

12.9 12.8 12.7 12.6 12.9 2.40% 

Argentina 9.8 9.9 9.8 9.9 10.3 3.20% 

Spain 10 9.9 9.8 9.9 10 1.30% 

Russia 12.2 11.3 10.4 9.6 8.9 -7.00% 

Australia 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 -1.00% 

Portugal 4.7 5 4.8 4.7 4.8 1.60% 

South Africa 3.5 3.6 3.7 4 4.2 7.50% 

Romania 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.7 3.9 -17.30% 

Netherlands 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.3 -3.30% 

Greece 2.9 3.1 3 2.6 2.6 -1.70% 

Sweden 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.00% 

Austria 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4 -6.50% 

Hungary 2.1 2 1.9 2.2 2.1 -2.80% 
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Denmark 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 -2.90% 

Rest of the 

world 

49.5 49.1 49.5 49 49.9 1.90% 

Source: Oiv data, http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/4710/oiv-noteconjmars2016-en.pdf 

 

The intensive increase of wine consumption in China confirms the theory that the Chinese 

wine market will play an increasing important role in the global wine market and that 

wineries should focus on this growing market in order to be able to secure a long-term 

presence and an increasing the future flow of revenues. 

 

1.1.6) Global wine trade 

The international trade of wine experienced a sizable growth in the 1990s mainly because 

of the increasing wine consumption in North America in Northern Europe and in the 

emerging cluster of the New World wine producers. 17 

During the last decade a new trend appeared, the international trade in wine received 

another boost thanks to the increasing demand from Asian countries. The growing 

international demand from North America before and then from Asian countries 

influenced the world’s largest wine producing countries toward an increasing orientation 

to export and toward a continuous expansion into the international market. 18 

This new trend had two major consequences on the wine market: 

                                                           

17 G. BANKS, and J. OVERTON, Old World, New World, Third World? Reconceptualising the Worlds 

of Wine. Journal of Wine Research, 21(1), pp.57-75. (2010) 

18 E. POMARICI, Recent trends in the international wine market and arising research questions. Wine 

Economics and Policy, 5(1), pp.1-3. (2016). 
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-The international distribution network is undergoing a major structural change to satisfy 

the new forces shaping international demand.  

-The intermediary role is gaining more bargaining power especially in trades involving 

uncharted markets, so the power balance in the wine supply chain is undergoing structural 

changes in order to adapt to these new balances of power.  To have a picture of the main 

exporting and importing countries two tables will be presented and briefly commented. 

 

-EXPORT  

Table 3: Main wine exporting countries 

Country 2014 Volume mhl 2015 Volume mhl 2014 Value bn Eur 2015 Value bn Eur 

Spain 22.3 24 2529 2641 

Italy 20.4 20 5081 5353 

France 14.3 14 7720 8244 

Chile 8.1 8.8 1388 1650 

Australia 7 7.4 1262 1459 

South Africa 4.2 4.2 594 629 

United States 4 4.2 1103 1395 

Germany 3.9 3.6 976 953 

Portugal 2.8 2.8 725 738 

Argentina 2.6 2.7 631 737 

New Zealand 1.9 2.1 845 963 

Source: Oiv data, http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/4710/oiv-noteconjmars2016-en.pdf 
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In 2015, the total exports of all the countries should reach 104.3 mhl in terms of volume, 

this figure represents an increase of 1.8% when compared with 2014, and 28.3 bn EUR 

in terms of value, in comparison with 2014 it experienced an increase of 10.6%. 

As shown in the above table wine trade is largely dominated by Italy, France and Spain, 

together they accounted for 56% (58 mhl) of the volume of the global market in 2015 and 

57.4% of exports in terms of value (16.2 bn EUR). 

Italy confirms itself as a major exporting country increasing its exports from 2014’s 5081 

billion of euros to 2015’s 5353 billion of euros. This figure shows an increasing trend 

towards exports 

 

-IMPORT 

Table 4: Main wine importing countries 

Country 2014 Volume mhl 2015 Volume mhl 2014 Value bn Eur 2015 Value bn Eur 

Germany 15.4 15.1 2557 2466 

United Kingdom 13.6 13.6 3602 3915 

United States 10.7 11 4038 4855 

France 6.9 7.8 621 669 

China 3.9 5.6 1145 1840 

Canada 3.8 4.1 1465 1618 

Russia 4.7 4 865 625 

Netherlands 3.8 3.5 954 867 

Belgium 3.1 3.2 997 930 

Japan 2.7 2.8 1210 1319 

Source: Oiv data, http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/4710/oiv-noteconjmars2016-en.pdf 

http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/4710/oiv-noteconjmars2016-en.pd
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In 2015, wine imports rose to 102.6 mhl, an increase of 1.3 mhl compared with 2014. The 

above table shows the main ten importing countries, they represent more than 70% of 

world imports in terms of volume. Compared with 2014 there has been a growth both in 

terms of value and volume, respectively by 3% and 9.4% 

The most relevant data are the ones about China, as shown in the table above China 

experienced the fastest growth rate in the year moving from 3.9 mhl to 5.5 mhl (+44%), 

the increase of imports in terms of value was even greater with a growth of 62% if 

compared with 2014.  According to a OIV report the Chinese domestic demand was the 

biggest contributory factor, in terms of volume, to trade growth in 2015. 19 

 

1.2) Italian Wine industry 

Italy and wine have a long-lasting relationship. Italy is one of the countries where 

historically the wine has become embedded in the local culture, each region has a 

production of excellent wines, perfectly paired up with the local culinary tradition. 

Vine is a plant that prefers mild and temperate climates. Located on the 42nd parallel 

North, Italy enjoys a privileged position because of the temperate climate, moreover the 

elongated shape of our country determines a wide range of soil and climatic conditions, 

a determining factor for creating a very diversified production. 

Italy has a vast heritage in terms of variety and quality of wine production areas. In every 

Italian region, you may experience this wealth of unique combinations of soils, climates, 

                                                           

19 OIV, STATE OF THE VITIVINICULTURE WORLD MARKET. (2016) Available at: 

http://www.oiv.int/public/medias/4710/oiv-noteconjmars2016-en.pdf 
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grape varieties and peculiar culture in wine production. This richness of choice can 

become a double-edged sword: Italian wine world may seem obscure for those 

unacquainted to it, many Italian wines are made from grapes that do not exist elsewhere, 

such as Nebbiolo, Sangiovese an Barbera. These names are not household words outside 

Italy and therefore they may lack recognition. 

Italy with its 690.000 hectares of land planted is the fourth wine-growing are in the world 

and, with a production of 50.9 million of hectolitres it occupies the first place regarding 

wine production. The most important vineyards of the country are Sangiovese with 

53.000 hectares, Trebbiano with 37.000 hectares and Glera with 27.000 hectares. In Italy, 

there are 20 wine regions, considering the average regional production for the period 

2014-2016, Veneto, with its more than 1 billion hl, holds the primacy. Emilia Romagna 

with almost 8 million hl and Apulia with over 7 million, occupies respectively the second 

and third place. The overall wine production experienced a growth in the last years 

confirming a positive trend and underlying the importance of the wine industry in Italy. 

The most important denominations of wine production are: Prosecco, Montepulciano 

d’Abruzzo, Chianti, Conegliano Valdobbiadene, Asti, Soave, Chianti Classico, Trentino, 

Sicilia, Valpolicella. 

According to Italian law wines can be divided into four main categories20: 

-Common wine, they are wines not necessarily linked to any specific varieties or defined 

production areas. They are not bound by winemaking regulations, except those regarding 

health and hygiene. This type of wine is numerically more common in Italy, before they 

were known as “table wine”. The label must compulsorily show the company name. 

                                                           

20 ALTALEX, Tutela delle denominazioni di origine e delle indicazioni geografiche dei vini | Altalex. 

(2010) Available at: http://www.altalex.com/documents/leggi/2010/04/27/tutela-delle-denominazioni-di-

origine-e-delle-indicazioni-geografiche-dei-vini  
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-IGP, these wines are named from the geographical area of production of grapes from 

which they are obtained (at least 85%). For IGP wines, besides the obligation of clarifying 

the bottling company, the producer is allowed to show on the label the territory of origin, 

the grape variety, colour and vintage. 

-The DOC classification refers to areas traditionally suited to give quality wines that, 

before obtaining such recognition, have maintained IGP classification for at least five 

years. The DOC wines must communicate a peculiar character, strongly linked to the 

grape growing area and to comply, during all stages of production, with the specification 

requirements (area of production, vine, yield per hectare, minimum alcohol content, dry 

extract, total acidity). In addition to the certainty about the area and the vineyard of origin 

the label DOC it is also a guarantee of quality because, before they can be marketed under 

that title, the wines must pass the evaluation by a team of experts.  

-DOCG designation is reserved for types of wines that, having been for at least 10 years 

labelled as DOC wine can boast a unique and consolidated prestige and is a considered 

high-quality product in terms of sensory evaluation. The specifications to be followed to 

obtain the DOCG classification promptly establish procedures and controls throughout 

the production cycle from vineyard to bottle. Analysis of the wine's characteristic occur 

both during production and after bottling. 

In 2016 there were 74 DOCG wines, 334 DOC wines and 118 IGT wines. 

One of the peculiarities of the Italian wine is the presence of a producer’s community that 

can be defined as a professional and operates in a stable relationship with commercial 

circuits and the presence of a community of amateur producers whose product is destined 

for self-consumption or distribution at a very localized level. Although the second 

community is numerically rather large, it is the professional community that generates 

the major part of production and determines the characteristics of the production structure. 

The structure of the industry appears to be highly fragmented; according to the data 

released by “ICE” most of wine producing companies, around 80%, appears to be able to 

produce less than 100 hl per year contributing only to the 1,5% of the total national 
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productions. Large industrial companies, which account only for the 0.2% of the sector 

account for more than 40% of the entire productions. The remnant 50% of the share is 

filled by cooperatives whose role appears the be highly relevant in influencing the 

remaining production. 

According to a report released by Medio Banca 19 the top ten Italian wineries for turnover 

in 2015 are shown in the table below. 

Table 5: Top ten Italian wineries for production 

Winery Production 

Cantine Riunite 559 ml 

Giv 358 ml 

Caviro 300 ml 

Antinori 209 ml 

Zonin 183 ml 

Mezzacorona 175 ml 

Cavit 167ml 

Martini 160 ml 

Botter 154 ml 

Italian wine Brands 145 ml 

Enoitalia 134 ml 

Source: Data from Medio Banca 

 

Regarding the internal consumption, Italian wineries are facing a difficult situation: the 

consumption of wine in Italy is continuously decreasing. In 1975, every Italian drank on 
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average 104 litres of wine, in 2015 the wine consumption per person reached only 35 

litres.21 

The main reasons behind this sharp decline in wine consumption can be find in the 

increasing demand for quality over quantity, the changing cultural value of consuming 

wine, the economic crisis and more severe traffic laws. Consumers appear to be more 

sophisticated and looking for new tastes and niche products, thanks to the embedded 

cultural familiarity with wine the demand appears to be more complex oriented to buy a 

product of higher quality and higher price maybe fewer times during a week rather than 

consuming wine of lower quality more often.  

 

In 2016, exports of Italian wine to the world have reached record levels: 5.6 billion in 

value, 4% more than in 2015. The main exports of 2016 were mainly Prosecco (+ 37%); 

surprisingly Dop reds from Piedmont, + 2.1%, and from Veneto, + 2%, were not 

performing as expected performing a minimal increase in export. Dop reds from Toscana 

suffered a decrease of 4.6% in exports. 

In 2016 the main export destinations were the United States for 1.4 billion euros, 

Germany for 977.9 million and the United Kingdom for 763.8 million. In that year, 

exports to the United States, Great Britain and Germany increased by 5.4%, 2.4% and 

1.7%, respectively, in relation to the respective € 1.2 billion, € 746 million and € 978 

million of the previous year.22 

 

                                                           

21 CORRIERE DEL VINO. Il consumo secondo Federvini — Corriere del Vino. (2016).[online] 

Available at: http://corrieredelvino.it/primopiano/il-consumo-secondo-federvini  

 
22 INUMERIDELVINO.IT. Cina – importazioni di vino 2016 | I numeri del vino. [online] Available at: 
http://www.inumeridelvino.it/2017/06/cina-importazioni-di-vino-2016.html#more-20298 (2017) 
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The resources allocated by the Italian Government for promotion in the three-year period 

2017-2019 amount to 25 million, of which 20 million to open the U.S. markets to Made 

in Italy and the other 5 million to penetrate the large Chinese market where italian wine 

is almost unknown. This sharp difference between the resources dedicated to the U.S. 

market and those dedicated to the Chinese market highlight the biases toward the latter 

and the underestimations towards it. It is true that the U.S, the German and English 

markets represent the bedrock of Italian exports but in order to maintain and increase 

those exports fast growing markets such as China has to be taken into account.  If we 

compare Italian export toward China in 2010, 330 hl, and that of 2016, 883 hl, we can see 

a growth of 267% in six years. Even if China is not the among the top five countries 

importing Italian wines given the size of the market and its growth it is absolutely a 

market where to invest in order to seize a share in the future most profitable market.23 

This brief picture about Italian wine exports confirms the important role played by Italy 

in the global wine market. Exporting abroad to Italian wineries has become almost a 

necessity, given the trend of the Italian economy.  One of the biggest hurdles when it 

comes to export and internationalize is the overall small scale of Italian wineries.24 

Italian wineries are facing a challenge; on the one hand, the internal consumption is 

shrinking and, on the other hand, the production is steadily increasing. If they want to 

survive and increase their revenues they should look outside Italy and not only focus on 

the traditional wine importing countries such as the United States of America, Germany 

or the United Kingdom to increase their exports but also enter new markets in order to 

secure a position in a fast growing market. China appears to be a promising market as it 

                                                           
23 IL SOLE 24 ORE, Tutti i numeri dell'export di vino italiano nel mondo (focus sulla Cina) - Info Data. 
(2017) [online] Available at: http://www.infodata.ilsole24ore.com/2017/02/24/tutti-numeri-dellexport-
vino-italiano-nel-mondo-focus-sulla-cina/  
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will be analysed in the following section but the problems Italian wineries are facing when 

trying to export there are hindering the overall Italian export capabilities. 

China as a target market still appears to be overlooked with only 96.6 million of export 

value toward it in 2016, ranking only as 13th in the overall ranking of Italian wine 

importing countries, well behind the potentiality of the market. The main reasons behind 

the poor performance of Italian wines in China are a shallow promotional activity, a 

superficial understanding of Chinese tastes and poor way of presenting the product that 

is the result of a lack of a serious research about Chinese tastes, preferences and 

differences among regions. Moreover, the most basic problem is to understand how to 

bring the final product into the hands of the consumer.  

 In China, the role of the distributor does not coincide with large organized distribution, 

but with the importer who works closely with the first ring of the chain. In Italy, most of 

the exporters' wineries merely prepare the products in their own offices and provide the 

necessary documentation, leaving the buyer to deal with customs and transport operations, 

sometimes without even knowing the final consumers. In China, this approach has proven 

itself unsuccessful as many exporting wineries reported the problems encountered when, 

for example, the distributors didn’t show up at customs or the lack of cooperation between 

them and the distributors in order to properly present and promote the product. The main 

points to implement for a successful strategy in China are marketing, communication, and 

logistics. Institutional investments on education and promotion are vital to allow the 

recognition of Italy as a wine country. The last important problem regarding Italian export 

to China, as underlined previously, is the overall lack of proper resources invested in 

order to implement a cultural and geographical long-term promotion plan of Italian wines. 

This problem can be tackled only by institutional support, by a proper understand of the 

operational environment and by the willingness to share the resources therefore creating 

and implementing a promotional plan capable of benefitting all the players 
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1.3) Chinese Market 

As stated before, China confirms itself as the fastest growing wine market. But, before 

starting an analysis of the wine market in China, a more holistic approach to the Chinese 

market will provide a better understanding of the opportunities and of the challenges 

every player wanting to enter this market must be aware of. 

 

China's market economy is the world's second largest economy by nominal GDP. 

According to data released by the World Bank25 China's GDP amounts to 11.008 trillion 

U.S. dollars and, with a population of 1.371 billion people, its GDP per capita is equal to 

7,989.72 U.S. dollars. Chinese GDP represents 17.75 percent of the world economy. 

Until 2015, China was the world's fastest world growing economy with growth rates 

averaging 10% per year for more than thirty years. Due to its socialist economy, public 

sector accounts for a larger share than the private sector. China can be considered as a 

global hub for manufacturing, it is the largest manufacturing economy in the world as 

well as the largest exporter of goods. Chinese economy is currently experiencing a phase 

of slow down, in fact according to Reuters in 2016, Chinese exports decreased of a 7.7 

percent on-year, the worst fall since 2009. Imports declined 5.5 percent. Nevertheless 

2016 China's trade surplus reached the value of $509.96 billion.26  

Regarding the overall economic situation one the most relevant factors when considering 

the potential demand for goods such as wine or other products not strictly related to the 

necessities of a household is the availability of disposable income per household. The 

                                                           

25 DATA.WORLDBANK.ORG. China | Data. (2015).[online] Available at: 

http://data.worldbank.org/country/china . 

26 REUTERS, China posts worst export fall since 2009 as fears of U.S. trade war loom. (2017) [online] 

Available at: http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-trade-idUSKBN14X0FD  
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steep rising of China's middle class and therefore the increasing disposable income per 

household surely increases the attractiveness of the Chinese market for Italian wineries. 

According to data from the Credit Suisse Report27 in terms of total household wealth, 

China currently lies in third place, behind the United States and Japan. China now has 1.6 

million millionaires, and more residents with wealth above USD 50 million than any 

country except the United States. 

Moreover, the consulting firm McKinsey & Company, predicted that 76 percent of 

China’s urban population will be considered middle class by 2022. China’s middle class 

is predicted to reach 550 million people by 2020 and the biggest growth will be in the 

“upper middle class,” whose earnings are becoming more and more like its western 

counterpart.28 

China’s middle class is set to become the largest in the world and its spending habits will 

heavily influence the world of consumerism. Private consumption, which includes both 

goods and services, as well as rent, is expected to grow on an average of 5.5 per year, 

faster than the expansion of the country’s gross domestic product.  

From these data, we can sum up some conclusions about the overall situation of the 

Chinese market and about its perspectives: 

-Even if the rate of continued growth of Chinese economy has slowed down, nevertheless 

it continues to grow, this means an expanding market with a continuously increasing 

demand  

                                                           

27 CREDIT SUISSE, Wealth Report. (2016). [online] p.47. Available at: https://publications.credit-

suisse.com/tasks/render/file/?fileID=F2425415-DCA7-80B8-EAD989AF9341D47E 

28 MCKINSEY & COMPANY, Saving, scrimping, and ...splurging? New insights into consumer 

behavior | McKinsey & Company. (2016) [online] Available at: https://www.mckinsey.it/idee/saving-

scrimping-and-splurging-new-insights-into-consumer-behavior. 
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-Vastness of the Chinese market: the massive urbanization and the growth of the 

purchasing power of the middle class are the basis of the steady growth in domestic 

consumption. This phenomenon is not only based in the first-tier cities (Beijing, Shanghai 

and Guangzhou) but also in those of the second and third tier cities (20 cities, each with 

7-10 million inhabitants), as well as numerous other urban areas from 3-5 million of 

people living there. 

-Increase of consumption: the growing upper-middle income class tastes are rapidly 

evolving and mutating, creating a continuous request for newness. 

With rising incomes, increasing urbanization and the emergence of new trends in culture 

and fashion inspired by Western models the Chinese market is experiencing new patterns 

of consumption. Depending on the sectors, such models can be inspired by status symbol 

(luxury, wines, etc.), high end products, strong attention to quality / price ratio 

(rationalization of purchasing decisions via e-commerce) or by factors specific to certain 

sectors particularly in durable goods (quality process, product, after-sales service, etc.). 

1.3.1 Chinese wine market 

China has a long-standing drinking culture. From ancient times drinking has always been 

accepted as important ritual and plays a significant part in many major events, such as 

New Year Festival, wedding ceremonies and other social events. A moderate 

consumption of alcohol has never been disregarded by the Confucian ideal of "moral 

drinking" that emphasises alcohol's role in strengthening all that is good in a person while 

it sternly rejected any kind of abuse in alcoholic consumption. Alcohol is also believed 

to help maintaining good relations between supervisors and employees and among 

colleagues. Chinese cultural norms encourage social drinking and discourage solitary 

drinking.29 The alcohol consumed during social gatherings has always been baijiu. But 

                                                           

29 J. COCHRANE, ALCOHOL USE IN CHINA. Alcohol and Alcoholism, (2003) , pp.537-542. 
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this trend is changing, beer and wine are replacing baijiu as social occasions consumed 

alcoholics. Contemporary Chinese alcoholic drinking has undergone dramatic changes 

due to the increasing disposable incomes that caused a drive for higher quality food and 

drinks. Chinese contemporary consumption of alcohol has been deeply influenced by 

many factors. First, as stated before, increasing disposable incomes caused a rise in 

alcohol consumption and increasing health awareness have steered the alcohol 

consumption towards healthier alternatives such as wine or beer. The idea of positive 

effects of moderate wine consumption on the body can find its roots in the Chinese 

medicine, where it is stated that a moderate assumption of distilled spirits is related to the 

improvement of physical health.30 

 Although in the past decade China's population remained stable between 1.3 and 1.4 

billion its demographic profile is constantly changing. As stated before the increasing 

income together with the continuous ageing of the consumer profile made Chinese 

consumers to be more concerned about food and product safety. These concerns enhanced 

the attractiveness of foreign brands, which are perceived to be safer, of higher quality and 

therefore a better choice. Moreover, the social function and the events related to alcohol 

consumption changed. Drinking alcohol has become part of the mainstream culture, 

influenced by western habits, young Chinese see alcohol as a tool for leisure and 

recreation, the emerging of numerous bar and pubs enhanced this new drinking culture. 

According to an inquiry conducted by Jia Gui Li an increasing number of young subjects, 

especially female ones are shifting from baijiu to wine.31  

                                                           
 

30 XI LI, ChemInform Abstract: Synthesis and Biological Activity of Novel 5′-Arylamino-nucleosides by 

Microwave-Assisted One-Pot Tandem Staudinger/Aza-Wittig/Reduction. ChemInform, 42(20). (2011) 

31 EUROMONITOR.COM, Market Research on China. (2016) [online] Available at: 

http://www.euromonitor.com/china 
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Chuan Zhou, of Wine Intelligence, believes that the future of wine consumption in China 

lies in the younger female population, who account for 50% of the nation’s imported wine 

drinkers. Chinese women drink wine primarily for health reasons, followed by the 

sensation they feel when tasting wine: sophisticated and successful.32 

According to Euromonitor International, total alcohol consumption in China has 

increased by 21.6% between 2009 and 2014.33Although the traditional baijiu is still the 

most commonly served alcoholic drink during traditional occasion, such as wedding and 

gatherings it is losing its popularity especially among the younger consumers. In the 

decade from 2002 to 2012 the alcoholic drinks market doubled its size from 30 billion 

litres to 60 billion litres. In 2014 the total market worth was of 61 billion litres with more 

than 400 billion dollars, becoming the biggest alcoholic drinks market in the world. 

Regarding the overall composition of the alcoholic beverage market in China we can 

notice that beer occupies most of the market share followed by spirits, non-grape wine, 

and grape wine. Taking growth figures from 2005 to 2014 we can notice on the one hand 

the gradual down trending of beer and non-grape wine. On the other hand, the spirit 

category even if it has been impacted by the anticorruption campaign, it was able to 

quickly recover thanks to an effective restructuring of the offer with new affordable 

products targeting mass consumers. Grape wine was able to double its market share from 

1.5% in 2005 to 3.3% in 2014. Although it may appear as a tiny fraction of the market 

contextualizing this percentage with the overall market worth it shows an interesting 

opportunity to invest in. 

                                                           

32 C. ZHOU, Wine Intelligence | Weathering the storm in China. (2016) [online] Wineintelligence.com. 

Available at: http://www.wineintelligence.com/weathering-the-storm-in-china/ 

 

33 EUROMONITOR.COM, Alcoholic Drinks in China. (2017) [online] Available at: 

http://www.euromonitor.com/alcoholic-drinks-in-china/report   
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According to a report released by the government of Canada34 Chinese grape wine market 

was worth an estimated US$ 38.3 billion in 2015, and is expected an 81% increase, 

reaching an anticipated US$ 69.3 billion by 2019. Since 2010, the volume of wine sales 

in China has increased 132%, reaching 2,466 million litres in 2015. This amount is 

expected to grow another 75% by 2019, reaching 4,320 million litres. 

Imported wines have a special place in alcohol consumption in China, they have 

traditionally been considered as luxury items, show-off products, crucial elements in 

business relations; however, as stated before, the new generation of wine consumers is 

also drinking wine as part of their social life. This particular consumer segment mainly 

consists of graduates working in high-earning professions in their late 20s and early 30s. 

Another important segment regarding purchase of imported wine is the one composed by 

businessmen or middle-aged consumers that are more concerned with the concept of “face” 

and are willing to pay more on a famous brand or on a bottle that can demonstrate their 

well-being and their success.35Wine drinking is considered as a gesture of gracefulness, 

style and good manners. it reveals the high education of the subject, its international 

mindset and good taste. 

The government also influenced the rise in wine consumption because of its policies 

aimed at preserving the national stock of rice to produce food rather than alcohol.36As 

stated before, China has a long-lasting culture of consuming grain spirit and grain wine. 

The government deemed this consumption as a risk for the national grain reserves and a 

possible cause of social and health problems related to the consumption of high alcoholic 

                                                           
34 MARKET ACCESS SECRETARIAT GLOBAL ANALYSIS REPORT. The Wine Market In China. 

(2017) [online] Available at: http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2016/aac-aafc/A74-3-2016-

52-eng.pdf 

35 J. LI, J. JIA, D. TAYLOR, J. BRUWER, AND E. LI, The wine drinking behaviour of young adults: an 

exploratory study in China. British Food Journal, 113(10), pp.1305-1317 (2011).  

36 C. MOSLARES, AND R. UBEDA,  China's wine market: strategic considerations for Western 

exporters. International Journal of Chinese Culture and Management, 3(1), p.69. (2010) 
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content beverages. Therefore, in two different times, 1987 and 2002, the Chinese 

government promoted the consumption of fruit produced wine with a low alcoholic 

content. On the other hand, the recent anticorruption campaign promoted by the president 

Xi Jinping in 2013 caused a flexion of goods perceived as luxury items such as western 

furniture and imported wines. During 2013 Chinese import wine market experienced a 

decline of 3% by value due to the anticorruption campaign.37 

Since the first of January 2006, the tariff of import bottled wine decreased from 43% to 

14% and regarding bulk wine from 43% to 20%. The lowering cost of imported wine 

enabled it to become more competitive with domestic wine and to be more accessible for 

those who, due to the excessive costs, couldn’t previously purchase it or weren't interest 

in paying an excessive price. 

Another important trend supporting wine consumption is the increasing possibility of 

receiving wine education in mainland China. Chinese wine consumers and wine lovers 

are being granted the possibility to increase their knowledge about wine thanks to specific 

courses offered by some Chinese universities such as China Agricultural University, 

moreover the recent increase of Chinese students coming to Europe in order to specialize 

in oenology is an encouraging data regarding wine education in China. These students are 

the pioneers of an increasing trend toward a growing quest for knowledge about famous 

wines and also more specific wines. In 2005 WSET, Wine and Spirits Education Trust, 

was first introduced into Mainland China.38 The WSET (Wine and Spirits Education 

Trust) is widely considered a global leader in wine education. In the last academic year, 

more than 72,000 people in 70 countries in 19 languages took one of their courses. It now 

has a network of more than 130 approved programme providers, whose courses studied 

by Chinese students. China is WSET’s largest growth market; with an increase of 38 per 

                                                           
37 R. CAPITELLO, S. CHARTERS, D. MENIVAL AND J. YUAN, The wine value chain in China. 1st 

ed. Elsevier.(2016) 

 
38 EMW-WINES.COM. WSET Program, EMW Wines - East Meets West Fine Wines china. [online] 

Available at: https://www.emw-wines.com/en/wset-program , (2017) 
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cent in the number of last academic year candidates, it overtook the USA as WSET’s 

second-biggest market, just behind the UK, the Trust’s homeland. In 2016 considering 

the impressive interest showed by Chinese people about learning more on wine the Trust 

decided to open its first international office in Hong Kong.39 

Red still wine firmly dominates the Chinese wine market, accounting for 72% of the total 

market in 201440. Nevertheless since 2012 red still wine sales have decreased while sales 

of sparkling wine, white wine and rosé wine have increased. The increasing female 

presence among Chinese consumers is gradually changing the trend, especially increasing 

white wine consumption. Regarding the differentiation among white and red wine 

consumption we can see a great difference due to cultural reasons. Red wine is still greatly 

preferred because of its colour, in Chinese culture red it is associated with luck. Red wine 

is perceived as a connection with good fortune and prosperity. Because of this association 

red wine consumption is preferred during important events such as weddings, celebrations 

and business dinners. Additionally, Chinese consumers generally regard red wine as 

being healthy, especially in comparison to spirits, as wine has lower alcohol content. 

According to a study by Somogyi et al41, the majority of Chinese consumers considered 

red wine as a drink capable of improving blood circulation, this theory might be loosely 

linked to Chinese traditional medicine although clear research on this topic aren't still 

available. One of the most interesting results of the study is the habit of some Chinese 

consumers to drink wine in specified amounts as if it was like consuming a measured 

dose of medicine. In the Chinese market, the main red varieties are Cabernet sauvignon, 

Syrah and Merlot. White grapes are Chardonnay, Dragon eye and Riesling 

                                                           
39  SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST. Demand for local wine courses reflects growing Chinese interest. 

[online] Available at: http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/food-drink/article/2094489/demand-local-wine-

courses-reflects-growing-chinese-interest, (2017) 

 
40 L. AGNOLI, R. CAPITELLO AND D BEGALLI, Geographical brand and country-of-origin effects in 

the Chinese wine import market. Journal of Brand Management, 21(7-8), pp.541-558. (2014). 

 
41 S. SOMOGYI, E. LI, T. JOHNSON, J. BRUWER, S. BASTIAN, The underlying motivations of 

Chinese wine consumer behaviour. Asia Pacific Journal of Marketing and Logistics. 23. 473-485. (2011). 
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China's area covers 9.6 million square kilometres of land with a population of 1.385 

million people. It is divided in 33 different administrative regions. It would be a mistake 

to consider it as a homogenous market with common cultural heritage and uniform 

lifestyles. The most notable differences in this enormous market are those between urban 

and rural areas and different tier cities. In urban areas, we can notice a concentration of 

resources, developed infrastructures, health care, transportation and services. Some 

characteristics such as the concentration of resources that creates a concentration of 

purchasing power and the presence of developed infrastructure are vital in order to be 

able to sell and transport the products. Nevertheless, even if the basis to start and continue 

a business are guaranteed everywhere, there are some complications that may reduce its 

viability in determined areas. Having taken this consideration in account, it is important 

to state that for wineries planning to enter the Chinese wine market, first tier cities such 

as Beijing and Shanghai possess a high concentration of purchasing power, developed 

infrastructures and distribution channels but the high concentration of western products 

have saturated the market causing the buyers to be less likely to buy foreign brands 

because of their reduced scarcity. In contrast second tiers cities like Xi’an or Chengdu 

besides having all the necessary characteristic abovementioned the also possess a 

consumer class with strong desire for western brands and fewer domestic rivals. 

The evolution of the regional markets often follows the direction of the national market 

but they are able to maintain their own peculiarities and characteristics. The presence of 

a local brewery or another alcoholic beverage production facility may influence the 

drinking behaviour. For example, the consumption of beer appears to be higher in the 

Northeast and in the South because of the presence of big local breweries such as Tsing 

Tao Beer and Harbin Beer in the Northeast and Zhujiang Beer in the South. Regarding 

wine consumption first tier city that are based in the eastern coastal region have doubled 

wine consumption in the last decade, while growth of wine consumption in the central 

and western part of the country appears not to have fully expressed its potential yet. 

Considering the emerging upper middle class, the shortening of the divide among coastal 

cities and inland cities’ buyers difference in terms of wealth and sophistication, the 
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demand for wine in the central and western region is expected to have bigger room for 

growth than the eastern market.42 

In 2016 China produced 1.2 billion litres of grape wine. The most important wine 

producing areas are: 

-The humid east coast that contributed with 400 million litres. The most notable company 

of this area is Changyu Pioneer Wine Company, one of the oldest and biggest wine 

companies in China 

- The north produced 350 million litres. In this are there are big wine companies such as 

China Great Wall Wine Co. Ltd, and boutique wineries such as Grace vineyard. 

- The Ningxia region, situated inland in the northwest area, is one of the youngest wine 

regions but its incredible growth captured the attention of the government and privates. 

This area is receiving numerous investments form public and private companies 

captivated by the quality of its soil and by its continental climate.43 

In 2014 the three major players in the Chinese wine market were Yantai Changyu group 

co Ltd, Cofco Ltd and Guoan Group which make up 3.2% 2.8% and 1% of the total 

market share. These three companies represent the brand Changyu and Great Wall, 

accounting for 7% brand share of the wine category. Their share is slowly losing ground 

due to increasing competition and saturation of the market. In order to maintain their 

market share these company are differentiating their production investing in overseas 

vineyards and wineries and importing bulk wine from Chile, South Africa and Australia. 

The seamless changes, competition and transition in the Chinese market represents also 

an advantage for wine companies because they create new opportunities for those offering 

                                                           
42 R. CAPITELLO, S. CHARTERS, D. MENIVAL AND J. YUAN, The wine value chain in China. 1st 

ed. Elsevier, (2016) 
43 THE DRINK BUSINESS. CHINA’S WINE REGIONS. (2017) [online] Available at: 
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that are able to differentiate themselves and enables the customers to express their real 

taste and preferences 

The two main ways to gain access to the market is through specialized wine importing 

companies, or trough distribution agents. Independently from the choice a winery should 

be able to sell its product to supermarkets, restaurants and liquor stores. In 2014 54% of 

wine sales in China were made through retail chains, for example: supermarkets, 

discounters and other outlets. Usually the majority of wines sold in supermarkets are local 

wines, big chains have a small section dedicated to international wines. Imported wines 

are sold mostly in hotels, restaurants, and through foreign retail. Chinese consumers tend 

to trust more international chains when it comes to product quality, therefore it appears 

to be easier for international stores to be able to sell prestigious wines.  

1.3.2. Wine imports 

Chinese consumers regard foreign made wine as a symbol of exotic culture, luxury and 

fashion. Considering the decade from 2001 to 2011 we can see a staggering increase of 

wine imports in China of 26.000%.44The most appreciated foreign wine is French wine. 

When they purchase wine Chinese consumers usually are influenced by four factors45: 

-Brand, 

-Country of origin (COO), 

-Price, 

-Packaging.  

                                                           
44 A. MUHAMMAD, A. LEISTER, L. MCPHAIL, W. CHEN, The evolution of foreign wine demand in 

China. Australian Journal of Agricultural and Resource Economics, 58(3), pp.392-408. (2013). 

45 Y. YANG AND A. PALADINO, The case of wine: understanding Chinese gift-giving behavior. 

Marketing Letters, 26(3), pp.335-361 (2015). 
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Regarding the internal consumption of imported wine in China not an easy task to 

determine how many Chinese are actually drinking imported wine but according to the 

latest Wine Intelligence researches around 48 million people drink imported wine 

regularly in China. The consumers increased at an outstanding rate if we consider that in 

2010 the recorder amount of wine consumers was about 19 million people.46According 

to Euromonitor International China experienced an impressive growth for nearly a decade. 

This positive trend was interrupted in 2013 when the imports of wine in China 

experienced their first decline, respectively of 4% by volume and 3% by value47 

According to some recent interviews conducted by Wine Intelligence with several wine 

importers, distributors and brokers in China, this impressive increase of wine 

consumption is due to the increased availability of imported wine. Different wines from 

different countries are entering China's market, granting to the Chinese consumer a wider 

array of possible choices. The availability of imported wines connected with the increased 

disposable income of Chinese residents contributed to a continued consumption growth. 

Finally, the dramatic growth in online retailing has helped the imported wine category.: 

it increased the availability of the wines and enabled a smoother purchase and delivery 

experience.  

Chinese wine market is mainly dominated by local wineries who detain the 70% of the 

market share. The remaining 30% of market share is split among different nations, mainly: 

France, Chile, Spain, Australia and Italy.48 

                                                           

46 L. HAO, AND R. HALSTEAD. Wine Intelligence | Shifting frontiers. (2016) [online] 

Wineintelligence.com. Available at: http://www.wineintelligence.com/shifting-frontiers/ 

47 EUROMONITOR.COM.  Wine in China. (2017) [online] Available at: 

http://www.euromonitor.com/wine-in-china/report [Accessed 15 Apr. 2017]. 

48 AGR.GC.CA. Sector Trend Analysis - The Wine Market In China - Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 

(AAFC). . (2017).  [online] Available at: http://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/industry-markets-and-trade/statistics-

and-market-information/agriculture-and-food-market-information-by-region/asia/market-

intelligence/sector-trend-analysis-the-wine-market-in-china/?id=147629837810 
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Imported wines has the biggest shares in first tier cities such as Guangzhou, Shanghai, 

Beijing and Shenzhen. These cities account for 53% volume of imported wine sales, with 

the on-trade channels representing 80% of total sales. The presence of a strong 

internationalized community surely influenced the spread of this wine category in these 

areas. 

During 2016 China confirmed itself as one of the most important and interesting wine 

import markets. With 2.1 billion euros and 6.3 million hectolitres of imported wine it 

ranks as the fourth-largest value-added destination. Chinese imports increased by 15% if 

compared with 2015 

French wines account for 31% in volume and 44% in value of total wine imports in China. 

In 2016, the growth of transalpine wines was of 14% in volume and 11% in value, mainly 

driven by bottled wines. Even if it experienced a little loss in the overall market share 

French wines are still firmly on the top though. 

Australian wines confirm their positions as second most imported wines by volume and 

value. The Australian wines success is due to the bilateral free trade agreements (CAFTA) 

signed in December 2015, which have reduced import duties, and the promotional 

campaigns executed in 2016. 

Spanish wines have seen a marked increase of 32% in volume for bottled wines and of 9% 

for bulk wines. Its competitive price and the quality it offers appears to be an appealing 

deal for Chinese buyers. 

Chilean wines confirm themselves in the top four experiencing a growth of 23% by 

volume and by value. Its free trade pact with China and the overall simplicity of Chilean 

wines composition helps Chile to maintain its position 

 Italy, while remaining the fifth largest supplier both in volume and in value, realized in 

2016 a respectable performance. Chinese demand for Italian wine has grown, according 
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the data of the Beijing Customs, of 15% in volume, and 39% in value. This growth, twice 

the industry average, was welcomed with great interest by experts because it is indicative 

of a hidden potential of Italian wine. Anyway, Italy still lags behind and has to invest 

energy, time and money in order to catch up and not to lose such an important market.  

The market is firmly dominated by French and Australian wine whose shares account for 

almost 70% of the global market. French wines dominate the market because of their 

perceived quality and Australian wines can retain an important share of the market 

because of the competitive prices they are able to offer to Chinese consumers.49 

 

Table 6: Countries' market share of Chinese imported wine market 

Country Million Bottles    2016 Millions USD 2016 Market Share 

France 255.38 +14,88% 967 +11,83% 44.00% 

Australia 106.01 +40,15% 543 +23,48% 24.00% 

Spain 96.16 +32,39% 142 +26,65% 6.00% 

Chile 80.25 +23,37% 210 +23,16% 10.00% 

Italy 34.41 +15,14% 114. +39,17% 5.00% 

Source: Eusme centre, 

http://www.ccilc.pt/sites/default/files/docs/mercado_do_vinho_en_eusmecenter.pdf 

                                                           

49 INUMERIDELVINO.IT. I numeri del vino. (2017) [online] Available at: 

http://www.inumeridelvino.it/category/1-mercato-del-vino-e-consumi-di-vino/12-importazioni-di-vino  
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Regarding the data provided in this chapter a caveat must be made. Secondary data are 

not always reliable in China, the data provided by the same source may provide different 

numbers for the same indicator. The latest data provided by commercial database 

providers such as Euromonitor or industrial authorities such as OIV are often provision 

and sometimes are not up to date. The data presented in this chapter where obtained 

through what were deemed as reliable sources by sector specialists. These data are 

beneficial in order to gain an overall a broader knowledge about the market form trends 

and patterns rather than providing precise figures. 

1.3.3 SWOT analysis 

In order to assess the attractiveness of the Chinese wine market for Italian wine companies 

it is useful to create a SWOT analysis of Italian wine in the Chinese market: 

Strengths: Wine is gaining an important role in Chinese society both from a social and 

economic point of view. Wines from Italy enjoys a positive Country of Origin effect due 

to their perceived high quality, their perceived safety and high production standards. 

Having a long tradition in producing and consuming wine surely grants a good positioning 

in the consumer minds. 

Weaknesses: Although it is said that the first traces of vine cultivation in China can be 

traced back to the Han dynasty in the second century B.C., wine popularity or wine 

consumption never rose notably only in recent years. It is safe to assume that Chinese 

people traditionally do not drink wine, do not possess a strong wine culture and the 

majority of the population still lacks a proper education about wine. Given the size of the 

market its lack of uniformity and the overall distribution through it can be very 

complicated and costly to enter it. High customs and taxes cause imported wines’ prices 

to rise reducing their attractiveness. 

Opportunities: China has a dynamically growing economy, GDP and a changing 

population. The wine sector enjoys the support of the government and a strong demand 
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from the private sector. Alcohol more broadly and wine more specifically plays an 

important role in social and business life. Increasing development of second and third tier 

cities will lead to the creation of new market’s opportunities in those areas. Thanks to the 

increasing attention paid to wine education and wine promotion an important part of the 

population is showing interest toward this product. The long-term dominance of French 

wines in the market is creating an interest towards wines perceived as rarer and for experts, 

therefore creating a possible niche for Italian wines. In order to avoid the taxation of 

imported bottled wine it is possible to ship bulk wine and then bottle it in local wineries 

therefore lowering the price for the final consumer. 

Threats: One of the biggest threats is coming from the increasing quality of locally 

produced Chinese wine. Most importantly locally produced wine can be priced more 

competitively than imported wine. Import taxes and regulations in China can tend to vary 

quite often requiring a constant monitoring of the issued laws. Another important threat 

is the high presence of counterfeited products and the lack of a solid regulation about it. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

This chapter will present the internationalization process of a firm with a special focus on 

SMEs50 planning or already entering the Chinese wine market. The first paragraph will 

deal with the choice of becoming international, the hurdles and the solutions SMEs will 

have to analyse before choosing this path. The second paragraph will present the selection 

of the market and all the factors to be considered during the decisional process. Together 

with the presentation of the decisional process practical examples about the obstacles 

Italian wineries faces when entering the Chinese wine market will be made, the presence 

of these obstacles may cause serious delaying to the realization of the process. The third 

paragraph will present the three most important theories regarding internationalization 

and then will proceed to analyse the different timing and entry modes peculiarities. In the 

fourth paragraph an obstacle that every firm, notwithstanding the choice of timing and 

entry will face will be presented: liability of foreignness. The fifth paragraph will shift 

the focus to a cultural approach to the notion of foreignness and the implication for the 

firm. Finally, in the last chapter a summary of the most important steps to take when 

entering the Chinese wine market will be made. 

                                                           
50 Small Medium Enterprises 
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2)INTERNATIONALIZATION TOWARD 

CHINA 

 

2.1) The choice of becoming international 

 

The growing interconnection among countries and markets is creating a push for 

internationalization. Not only big Multinationals but also SME, small medium enterprises, 

are increasingly forced by the current competitive situation to enter a foreign market 

leaving behind their usual local orientation, the certainty of their well-known national 

market but also the national market's constraints. 

Internationalization has become almost a buzzword, a slogan, an always present objective, 

desire, goal for firms in every field. The term ‘internationalization’ is ambiguous and any 

definition trying to explain this phenomenon contains some nuances related to the author 

point of view.  

Welch and Luostarinen 51  defined internationalization as the process in which firms 

increase their involvements in international operations. Johansson and Vahlne 52produced 

a definition similar to that of Welch et al. defining internationalization as the process by 

which firms both increase their awareness about foreign markets and sequentially try to 

                                                           

51 L. WELCH AND R. LUOSTARINEN. Internationalization- evolution of a concept, Journal of General 

Management, Vol. 14, No. 2, pp. 34-55. (1988) 

52 J. JOHANSSON AND J-E. VAHLNE. Business Relationship Learning and Commitment in the 

Internationalization Process, Journal of International Entrepreneurship, Vol. 1, pp. 83-101 (2003) 
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increase their presence on those markets. Finally, Calof and Beamish defined 

internationalization as “the process of adapting firms’ operations (strategy, structure, 

resource, etc.) to international environments”.53 

Once defined the process it is useful to analyse the causes behind the process of 

internationalization and especially the reasons behind a firm decision to internationalize. 

There are several reasons a firm wants to internationalize: 

-Increase its revenues, 

-Diversify its operations and therefore the associated risks, 

-Reduce the costs of labour and market supply, 

-Offset the saturation or decline of the home market, 

-Gain knowledge about other clients and markets, 

-Gain knowledge through the exposition to a new environment therefore increasing its 

competitiveness and decreasing its vulnerability areas avoiding the risk of not being able 

to catch up with the new trends, technologies and strategies. 

Regarding wineries and internationalization according to a research published by Abel 

Duarte Alonso, Alessandro Bressan, Michelle O’Shea and Vlad Krajsic 54 , the main 

reasons to export and to internationalize may vary according to the location of the winery 

and therefore to its background. Generically the decision to export wines is a reaction to 

                                                           

53 J. L. CALOF AND P.W. BEAMISH. Adapting to foreign markets: Explaining internationalization, 

International Business Review, Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 116. (1995) 

 

54 A. ALONSO, A. BRESSAN, M. O’SHEA AND V. KRAJSIC. The challenges in the wine sector, and 

winery entrepreneurs' ways of coping: an international perspective. International Journal of Business 

Environment, 5(3), p.211. (2013) 
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events related to the situation of the local wine sector and to the constraints existing into 

it. This research included 299 Old World and 64 New World respondents who export 

wines, respectively; and 31 Old World and 27 New World respondents who do not export 

wines, respectively. 

More than two-thirds of respondent from New World and Old World appears to have 

chosen to internationalize for many different reasons: diversifying, entering new markets 

and, especially, saturation in the local/national market are all motives to choose exports. 

According to the research the sales related problem and the saturation of the market 

appear to be a more prominent problem in the Old world. 

"RSP2: Necessity to broaden our market given the economic situation in Spain. 

RIT3: To enter other markets and because wine consumption has decreased in Italy."55 

In contrast, for new world wineries, exporting is considered as a strategy to reduce risks 

and find alternative and often bigger markets because of the limitations existing in the 

local markets: 

"RAR2: it’s better to spread your eggs in different baskets; today, 50% of our exports 

head in various directions. 

RUR2: To broaden the market for our high-end wines, for which the local market is very 

small. 

                                                           

55 A. ALONSO, A. BRESSAN, N. O' SHEA AND V. KRAJSIC. The challenges in the wine sector, and 

winery entrepreneurs' ways of coping: an international perspective. International Journal of Business 

Environment, 5(3), pg 354 (2013) 
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RNZ1: The focus of our exports is Asia where the wine consumption is growing."56 

Regarding the interviewed wineries it appears that, overall, the first motivation for 

internationalization57 is to find a new market because a set of circumstances are changing 

the viability of the business in the native region. Regarding Italian wineries, the Chinese 

markets has been considered for too long by them as a market where to dump the surplus 

or the leftovers of the cellar without giving any importance to the disastrous effect this 

kind of attitude created on the country of origin perception of Italian wines. This 

represented and still represents a great problem because it stifled the opportunity to 

immediately create a good country of origin effect regarding Italian wine. 

Having assessed that internationalization is desirable for a series of reasons also for SME 

another problem now arises: the barriers SME face when they decide to internationalize. 

The barriers can be divided into two categories: internal barriers and external barriers. 

The internal barriers are related to the intrinsic limitations a firm possesses, the external 

ones, instead, are related to the environment.58 

INTERNAL BARRIERS 

-Lack of resources, if a firm completely lacks the resources to sustain the process of 

internationalization it simply cannot expand into new markets. 

                                                           

56 A. ALONSO, A. BRESSAN, N. O' SHEA AND V. KRAJSIC. The challenges in the wine sector, and 

winery entrepreneurs' ways of coping: an international perspective. International Journal of Business 

Environment, 5(3), pg 355 (2013) 

57 M. CZINKOTA, I. RONKAINEN AND M. ORTIZ-BUONAFINA. The export marketing imperative. 

1st ed. Australia: Thomson. (2004) 

58 K. AL-HYARI, G. AL-WESHAH, AND M. ALNSOUR. Barriers to internationalisation in SMEs: 

evidence from Jordan, Marketing Intelligence & Planning, Vol. 30 No. 2, 2012, pp. 188-211. (2011) 
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-Limited managerial skills and knowledge: the lack of managerial knowledge as well as 

the psychological aversion to risk-taking attitudes are important barriers to the 

internationalization process, if the manager doesn't have a suitable risk-taking attitude 

this can lead to a firm's inertia and therefore curb the whole internationalization process. 

EXTERNAL BARRIERS 

-Limited data about foreign market, the deficiency of knowledge about a foreign market 

as well as the lack of capability to gather the needed data represents a critical hurdle for 

a firm 

-Lack of stable and trustworthy relationship into the foreign market, this problem is of 

the utmost importance and it's one of the most common problems Italian wineries are 

facing when they try to enter the Chinese market. The lack of a stable and trustworthy 

relationship with a foreign market partner constrains the firm's ability to reach and serve 

its customers, from a long-term perspective the lack of such relationship can jeopardize 

the entire operation. 

-Lack of home government support, limited or no government incentives for SME 

internationalization as well as excessive bureaucracy can stifle the internationalization 

process. 

-Host-country barriers, all the barriers that a SME can meet when it tries to enter the new 

market, such as legislative barriers or infrastructural barriers 
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More specifically according to the research published by Mario Pezzillo et al 59 the three 

main obstacles to internationalization of wineries are: 

-Limited wine production 

-Sudden changes form a macro economical perspective highlighting the unpredictability 

of exporting 

-High initial costs and potential small returns 

When facing one or more of those hurdles a SME could start doubting the effective 

viability of its capabilities to internationalize. In the following pages, some viable 

solutions to the presented problems will be introduced. 

Philippe Lasserre60 reckons that SMEs are not alone when they try to internationalize but 

they can rely on an important source of initiatives: Government-led initiatives, that are 

all those actions the government can implement to enhance international capabilities of 

its SMEs. Some major initiatives promoted by the government are: 

-Information gathering and distribution; governments, thanks to their diplomatic 

networks have access to numerous information about business viability and risks in the 

foreign country. In Italy for example before choosing to internationalize a SME could 

conduct a research about the targeted country, China hypothetically, also by asking the 

support of the China-Italy chamber of commerce. 

                                                           

59 Mario PEZZILLO, Iacono VINCENZA ESPOSITO, Lorenzo MERCURIO, Marcello MARTINEZ , 

(2016), Bridging business model and interorganizational coordination mechanisms in the Italian wine 

industry , Measuring Business Excellence, Vol. 20 Iss 4 pp. 61 71 (2016) 

 

60 P. LASSERRE. Global strategic management. 1st ed. Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan. 

(2012) 
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-Advice and consulting; when a SME has decided the foreign market where to export, a 

specialized government agency can provide consultancy and advisory services about 

bureaucratic procedures, potential partners, market's peculiarities, legal advices and so on. 

In Italy, ICE agency is specialized in promoting and internationalizing Italian firms.61 

-Training; the government can organize specialized training programs on international 

marketing, international human resource management, cross cultural understanding and 

about the legal background. 

-Financing, sponsored loans can be provided to SMEs in order to ease their 

internationalization process. 

-Trade fairs; trade fairs are an important mechanism to be known in international markets, 

the costs for creating a fair are generally high. Government agencies can sponsor these 

fairs to promote the participation of SME to help them to present their products and 

services. 

-Logistical and market access support; helping agencies when they have entered the 

foreign market to overcome the difficulties when dealing with authorities, distributors, 

partners. 

Even if a SME can rely on those supports in order to internationalize it must not forget 

that the most valuable source of initiative has to come from inside the firm. The process 

of internationalization represents a challenge but also it can become a strategic advantage. 

As presented before the lack of resources might not be the most critical obstacle to 
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internationalization for small firms, in fact SMEs thanks to governmental support can find 

many ways to cope with this obstacle as shown previously.62 

The most critical obstacle is subtler, it can be defined as sort of decision paralysis that 

leads to a firm's inertia, with the lack of a strategic plan and a strong commitment of 

resources and energy all the attempts to internationalize are doomed to fail. Numerous 

researches63 pointed out that a determined skill is of the utmost importance when dealing 

with the internationalization process and often can be the difference between a successful 

result and an utter failure: Entrepreneurial orientation. Entrepreneurial orientation can be 

defined as a firm's propensity to act, to foresee and counter future changes, the willingness 

to adopt and endorse new behaviours and new technologies inside the firm, and the 

willingness to undertake investments with an uncertain outcome. It embodies five 

characteristics: 

-Risk-taking 

-Proactiveness 

-Innovativeness 
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-Competitive aggressiveness 

-Autonomy 

Entrepreneurial orientation provides the firm with the skills to maximize the usage of its 

internal resources and the exploitation of the outside resources. A strong EO can be the 

source of a firm's competitive advantage enhancing its presence in foreign markets. SMEs 

with higher EO will have the capabilities to overcome some of the liabilities every firm 

encounter when entering a foreign market, to exploit the opportunities that appear in a 

foreign market and to retain all the knowledge gathered in the operation. Innovativeness, 

proactiveness and risk-taking orientation can be defined as the core elements a firm and 

especially a SME should have when committing itself to internationalization. A firm 

might be able to gain access to a foreign market to export its goods but simply entering 

foreign markets does not guarantee success. Firms may lack legitimacy because of foreign 

market institutional environments, governments, and consumers’ orientation may differ 

from those of the home country or other foreign countries where the firm has had 

experience. 64  SMEs that possess innovative orientation usually can cope more 

successfully with these barriers and create strategies and structures that help them to gain 

legitimacy in the foreign market. This orientation can provide a double gain for the firm, 

on the one hand the firm gain the advantages of successfully entering a foreign market 

and on the other hand it can mirror back its experience, that means to be able to 

successfully bring all the knowledge acquired on the foreign market back into the firm's 

headquarters in order to replicated it avoiding the repetition of mistakes or foreseeing 

certain trends.65 
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The path for internationalization is not a compulsory one and many SMEs could survive 

without internationalize. Nevertheless, considering the global trends of the wine industry 

it appears clear that the continuous reduction of wine consumption, in the European 

market and especially in France and Italy, and the staggering increase of wine 

consumption in China is a factor that should be considered when deciding the future 

business strategies of a winery. Being able to successfully export its wines and to secure 

a stable presence into the foreign markets surely represents a desirable outcome for the 

winery's stakeholders but this might not be the only positive effect though. Being able to 

secure stable sales, increase revenues and to maximize the value of the firm means also 

to sustain families and their workforce, to continue a tradition, a culture, to preserve a 

sector and its peculiarities and to increase the local economy thanks also to the multiplier 

effect.66 

The decision to internationalize is not a straightforward one, but a long, difficult and 

complex process. It requires planning and a high degree of flexibility, the ability to adapt 

and, above all, patience. 

2.2) Market Selection 

When a company has decided to expand its business internationally, the first and most 

critical step is the market selection. Entering a foreign market entails an important 

commitment of strategic, technical, managerial and financial resources. A firm and, 

especially a SME, must carefully assess which market to enter considering the constraints 
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represented by its limited resources. The selection of foreign market must match the 

resources and capabilities of the business in order to optimize the business performance. 

Which market represents the optimal choice? Which country can be defined as attractive 

for foreign companies? 

Philippe Lasserre defines an investment attractive for SMEs when: 

"they get a return that is equal or higher than their risk adjusted weighted cost of capital"67 

The fundamental decision regarding where to invest must be related with the general 

framework of opportunities and risks. Opportunities can be divided in two areas: 

1) Resources opportunities, that means the availability of resources to create and 

implement a business in the foreign market. 

Regarding the attractiveness of the Chinese market's human resources for Italian wineries 

we can state that the increasing numbers of Chinese sommelier or wine experts surely 

represents a useful ally for wineries. These native sommeliers, whose knowledge and 

passion for wine united with the advantage of being able to fully understand the consumer 

expectations and their cultural mindset grants them the critical ability of influencing wine 

sales, are currently creating their own Sommelier Association: the ‘China Sommelier 

Association’. This association will regulate the body of Chinese sommeliers granting 

order and regulation in the sommelier profession in China.68 The other major important 
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source of resources opportunities is the quality of communication and logistic 

infrastructures. Regarding the overall situation of Chinese infrastructure according to the 

Global Competitiveness Report published by the World Economic Forum we can see that 

China scores 42 on 137, confirming an overall positive situation regarding the Chinese 

infrastructures. These data must be read carefully though, especially because of the size 

of the market considered, as matter of fact it is still also possible to find areas lacking 

basic infrastructures.69 Nevertheless it is an encouraging data because in the major cities 

and second or third tier cities the presence of modern infrastructures will surely benefit 

the transportation and distribution of imported wines. Regarding the quality of 

communication China has its own social media platform, different from the western ones, 

this feature can be considered as an additional cost at the beginning but in the long run 

this investment will pay back also because the exposure to experimentation and creation 

of new and different usages of platforms can determine the acquisition of a knowledge 

advantage. Especially if we consider that China, regarding new communication 

technologies, is often considered the future. 

2)Market opportunities, measures the potential demand a firm's product of services can 

encounter when entering the foreign market. According to the Global Competitiveness 

Report China has been ranked as number one country for market size.; moreover, as stated 

in the previous chapter the growing middle-class that characterize China's market will 

increase and differentiate the internal demand therefore creating more possibility of 

revenues for wineries. So, because of its size and its growing middle class China surely 
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is an interesting opportunity for firms planning to expand their business beyond the 

national borders 

On the other hand, a firm must face some risk to be able to reap the opportunities, risks 

can be divided in: 

1) Competitive risks, these risks are caused by the presence of one or more forces that 

can hinder the success of the business. These forces are described by Porter's five forces 

analysis and are: 

A) Intensity of rivalry, rivalry increases when market growth slows down therefore 

reducing the opportunities for new firms to successfully maintain their presence in the 

market. In the Chinese market, Italian wine must face the competition not only from the 

local wineries but also from other countries such as Chile, Australia, Spain and the most 

dreadful one: the French one. 

B) Entry barriers, we can consider as entry barriers all those elements that make more 

difficult and/ or costlier to enter a determined market. The first entry barrier for every 

winery wanting to export wine to China is the customs. According to a handbook 

published by the European Union 70  wines currently do not face any market access 

restrictions, therefore all exporters who have completed the Registration of Foreign 

Exporters of Foodstuffs and are able to comply with the requirements of Chinese import 

procedures and relevant standards are able to export their wines to China. Given the 

importance of preparing all the due documentation in order to import successfully a firm’s 

products in China a list of all the required documentation and taxes will be presented. 

This step is dramatically important and if overlooked it could cause the rejection of the 

goods by the Chinese Customs authority therefore jeopardising the entire deal. 
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The customs procedures include a list of documentations to export to China that are: 

-Commercial Invoice 

-Packing List 

-Certificate for Registration of Foreign Exporters of Foodstuffs 

-Air Waybill, Rail Waybill, or Bill of Lading 

-Cargo Manifest 

-Insurance Certificate 

-Certificate of Analysis 

-Buyer Seller Agreement signed by both parties (not required at all ports) 

-Certificate of Origin (only if requested by the importer) 

 

To receive the goods sent by the winery, the importer should also prepare some 

documents, such as: 

-Customs Registration for both importer and exporter registration with Customs 

-Customs Import Declaration 

-Automatic Import License 

-Business License of Importer 

-Import and Export Business License 
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-Certificate for Registration of Importer of Foodstuffs 

-Commodity Inspection Certificate (if it is not the first shipment) 

 

Under Chinese national standards wine is subject to labelling requirement, any incorrectly 

labelled product will not be granted the access to the Chinese market. According to the 

requirements of GB 15037-2006 all labels for wines must include: 

-Volume; 

- Alcohol content; 

-Country of origin and wine region; 

-Variety of wine; 

-Grape variety; 

-Vintage year; 

-Production or bottling date; 

-Shelf life; 

-Storage instructions; 

-List of ingredients including raw ingredients and additives; 

-National standard code; 

-Production license; 

-Warning; 
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-Address and contact information of the importer; 

 

Because of the continuous changes in the Chinese regulations I would recommend 

visiting the official website of the General Administration of Quality Supervision, 

Inspection and Quarantine of the Chinese government to check any changes regarding the 

regulation.71 

Regarding the duties to pay for importing wine into China a firm must pay three taxes on 

bottled wine imports that are custom duty, value-added tax (VAT) and consumption tax. 

Their rates are: 

-Custom duty: 14%, China Customs levies the imported goods based on Incoterm CIF 

value so the Customs duty will be the calculated on the value of CIF x 14% 

-Consumption tax: 10%, the same principle will apply here so the value of the 

consumption tax will be [(CIF + Customs duty) / 1-10%] x 10% 

-VAT: 17%, the same principle will also apply here so the value of the Vat will be 

calculated: (CIF + Customs duty + Consumption Tax) x 17% 

 

C) Substitutes, the presence of substitutes of the product or service a firm wants to sell is 

as dangerous as the presence of a direct competitor. Regarding the imported wine market, 

we can find two kinds of wine substitutes:  the one based on equal or higher perceived 

social value and the one perceived of same or higher quality. For example, a bottle of 
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Moutai whose price is estimated around 150 US dollars can be perceived, if the aim of 

the purchase is to show off one’s wealth, as a substitute of a bottle of Barolo DOCG. 

D) Supplier's bargaining power, the negotiating power of suppliers to impose their price 

and conditions can have a negative impact of the success of the business. In this case, for 

wineries planning to enter the Chinese market, the supplier bargaining power is not an 

important force as the other ones because the supply phase will be executed during the 

production in Italy, as normal business. 

E) Buyers bargaining power, the negotiating power of buyers to refuse price variations or 

changes regarding the products and the lack of loyalty toward a determined brand can 

mean an intense competition where the profit margins can substantially decrease till to 

the point to eliminate the profitability of the business. The increasing sophistication of 

the Chinese markets is a double-edged sword for Italian wineries entering the Chinese 

market, on the one hand the buyers’ increasing knowledge about wines means that Italian 

wines can obtain a place into the market as substitutes of others already existing offerings; 

on the other hand, it means that if the product fail to meet the need of the consumers it 

will quickly lose the buyers’ interest. 

2) Political risks, these risks are related to the political stability of the determined country, 

its political decisions and the effects they have on the viability of the business. The 

viability of businesses in China falls under the regulation of Chinese government policies. 

China's economy is tightly affiliated with its government so every political decision will 

immediately have its effects on the market.72 To have some guidelines about China's 

decisions about which industries to support and in where to encourage foreign 
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investments the first step is to check the five-year plan that the Chinese government 

releases. 73 

Regarding the consumption of Wine, the Chinese government adopted policies aimed at 

supporting and increasing its consumption, some of the policies are directly related with 

the wine industry while others are not directly related to the wine industry but have had 

indirect influences such as the anti-corruption campaign. According to L. Zeng and G. 

Szolnoki74, one of the most important policies that shaped the wine industry in China was 

the Four Changes Strategy. In 1987, the National Winemaking Conference elaborated the 

Four Changes strategy. This plan shifted the consumption from high-strength alcohol to 

low-strength alcohol, from low quality wine to high quality wine and more importantly 

from grain wine to fruit wine. Wine from fermented grapes appeared to be the ideal 

product to promote and, therefore the development of the wine industry was able obtain 

governmental support. Another important step forward toward an easing of the 

differences among Chinese wine market and the international wine market was when 

China's wine standards aligned themselves with the international ones in 2006 introducing 

the new standard of wine (GB 1503-2006)75, this standard defines wine as a product made 

by a partial or complete fermentation of fresh grapes or grape juice. Although the political 

risk may appear not relevant because of the generally favourable policies toward the wine 

industry it is also true that some threats may be the indirect result of other policies 
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implemented by the state. One of the policies that created this spill over effect was the 

anticorruption campaign promoted by the Chinese President Xi Jinping. This policy 

crippled the sales of any luxury good associated as a potential tool for corruption. The 

sales of imported and local wines experienced a decrease in sales for almost two years 

because of this campaign. 

3)Economic risks, are those risks related to the variability of business economic drivers, 

and how their variability can influence profitability. Regarding the Chinese situation 

although the economic growth has started to slow down it, nevertheless, continues to 

increase and the expansion of the middle class with its increasing purchase power seems 

to present a favourable situation for Italian wineries planning to enter China's wine market. 

2.3) Entering a foreign market 

Once having performed the due analysis of a country attractiveness and having decided 

to enter the targeted market a firm must carefully assess which entry strategy to adopt and 

how to implement it. First three main theories regarding internationalization will be 

presented and then an analysis of the time and the modes of entry will be carried 

2.3.1) Internationalization theories 

There are several theoretical approaches dealing with foreign market entry modes and 

their patterns. 

The three main theories when it comes to internationalization will be briefly presented in 

the following pages: 

A) Diamond Model 

B) Uppsala model 

C) Eclectic paradigm 
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A) Diamond Model 

The diamond model was developed by Michael Porter 76 . It helps to understand the 

competitive position of a nation in global competition. This model identifies six factors 

that influences a country’s industry competitiveness: 

-Factor conditions, the key factors of production such as skilled labour, capital and 

infrastructure are created by heavy sustained investments. Therefore, they become more 

difficult to duplicate, granting to the nation who developed early policies aimed at 

developing them a competitive advantage. 

-Demand conditions, the more a market is demanding in terms of quality and efficiency 

the more a firm will improve its competitiveness, therefore gaining an advantage on other 

firms located in less demanding markets. 

-Related and supporting industries, the spatial proximity of downstream or upstream 

industries enhances a seamless exchange of ideas and solutions. 

-Firm strategy, structure and rivalry, direct competition forces firms to constantly 

improve their competitiveness through correct strategies and efficient implementation of 

those strategies. 

-Government, the role of the government is to stimulate the performance of companies, 

foster the demand for advanced products and to stimulate local competition. 

Porter suggests that the government, by stimulating competition, enables a country to 

obtain factor conditions, the most important in determining a country’s comparative 

advantage. Regarding Italian wine industry we can elicit some information from chapter 

one. The long tradition in producing high quality wine together with the culture behind it 
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surely grants to Italy strong factor conditions in producing wine, these factor conditions 

cannot be found in the Chinese wine producing system although it is quickly catching up 

due to massive investments. The high demand conditions in Italy grant to the wine 

production quality and recognizability, enabling the final product to be perceived as safer 

and of higher quality than the Chinese one. Due to the intense competition and the 

easiness of being replaced if the product is not up to the consumer standards, the Italian 

wineries hold an advantage towards less competitive environment although the lack of a 

common or coherent strategy in China caused the majority of Italian wineries to lose 

many chances and is forcing them to try to catch up with their mistakes.  

One of the major criticism regarding this theory is that is too narrowly focused on the 

developed countries therefore ignoring the peculiarities of the developing countries.77 

 

B) Uppsala model 

This theory was developed by two Swedish researchers, Johansson Vahlne & 

Wiedersheim Paul at the University of Uppsala in Sweden. They created a model to 

explain the phases of a firm's internationalization process.78 

The Uppsala model bases its theory on the interconnection between acquisition and use 

of knowledge about foreign markets on one side and operation and the commitment to 

foreign markets on the other side. This model describes the internationalisation of a firm 
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as a process. The aim of the model is to explain that firms internationalize when they 

acquire enough information about new markets.79 The main tenets of this model are: 

1) The establishment chain  

The establishment chain means that a company’s operations in a specific foreign market 

increase gradually through determined steps. 

The main steps are 

-Irregular export activities 

-Export via independent sales representative 

-Establishment of overseas sales subsidiary 

-Establishment of foreign manufacturing subsidiaries 

 

2) The second pattern identified is psychic distance 

Psychic distance can be defined as “the sum of factors preventing or disturbing the flows 

of information between firm and market” 80 

The differences in language, culture, education, business practices, legal environment 

tends to increase the perceived psychic distance and the uncertainty about a foreign 
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market. Firms, initially tends to enter markets where the psychic distance is low because 

the similarities among their local market and the new market are high and they already 

know most the market's rules. When a company understands a market, it is easier to catch 

opportunities and avoid threats. 

 

3) The Uppsala model is based on two groups concepts: 

-State Aspects, divided in Market knowledge and Market commitment 

-Change Aspects, divided in Commitment decisions and Current activities 

 

The model theorizes a positive correlation between the commitment decisions and the 

market knowledge. The more a firm commits resources to a foreign market the more it 

will obtain information about that market and the more information a firm will have about 

a foreign market the more it will be inclined to commit resources because it will be aware 

of the risks in that market so it will be more willingly to invest more resources in a known 

market. 

Limitations 

The Uppsala model is one of the most used models to illustrate the internationalization 

process of firms but it presents some limitations. Many empirical test81 regarding the 
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Uppsala model have shown that the process is not the same for every firms and some 

firms, because of their large pool of resources and because of their capabilities to leverage 

from indirect experience and to take advantage from other's firm mistakes and successes, 

are able to "skip" some steps on the establishment chain. Another limitation of the 

Uppsala model is that some firms seems to be inclined to avoid markets where the psychic 

distance is low to focus on markets where the psychic distance is higher but also the 

possible gains are higher. 

 

C) Eclectic paradigm 

The eclectic paradigm, also known as OLI model, was published by John H. Dunning in 

1979.82 

The Oli model states that the structure of the organization isn't the only factor that 

influences a firm's entry mode decisions, it affirms that three advantages that a firm may 

or may not possess will influence its entry mode decision. The three advantages are: 

Ownership advantages, they are advantages specifically related to the firm. It can be its 

size, its capability to develop differentiated products, trademark, management skills and 

experience. 

Location advantages, they can be natural advantages that are present in a determined area 

only. These advantages are not only the traditional ones such as natural resources, market 

proximity, market size or low cost labour but also can be favourable legal or political 

policies, favourable tax policies and support of certain industries. 
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Internationalisation advantages, these advantages are achieved when a company 

internalize its core competencies instead of sharing them through partnership arrangement 

such as licensing, franchising or a joint venture. By doing so a firm can avoid costs and 

risks of externalizing its know how 

The more of these advantages a firm can obtain or possess, the more likely it is that the 

firm will implement an entry plan that ensures a high level of control, such as a wholly 

owned subsidiary.83  

Italian wineries surely possess ownership advantages given the strong country of origin 

effect, the high quality wine production and their management skills. The location 

advantages in China are quite relevant because, as stated before, the overall favourable 

policies regarding wine consumption, the size of the market and the presence of a growing 

demand for the product are making China a major player in the wine industry. Most 

importantly, by opening subsidiaries in China Italian wineries will be able to fully 

understand the market peculiarities and increase their core competencies. Moreover, 

being directly exposed and engaged into a new different market will surely change the 

winery framework broadening their vision and granting them precious experience and 

know-how especially about social media platforms and e-commerce. By experiencing 

these new form of promotion and marketing a winery will be able to mirror it back to the 

other markets where they are engaged such as Europe or the U.S. . 

One of the main limitations of this theory is the shallow analysis about the relations 

among the different advantages and how they lead to a specific entry mode, moreover it 

does not explain how firms can use their specific advantages to create future assets. 
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2.3.2) Timing and entry modes 

Before entering a new market, every firm must develop a strategy to maximize the 

effectiveness of its actions.84 The strategy can be divided into two main areas of decision: 

-Timing 

-Entry 

The firm's chosen market entry mode and its timing will deeply affect the results of the 

implemented strategy and the firm's long term operation in that market. The type of 

market entry must be carefully chosen according to the company's strategy, the available 

resources, the targeted market analysis results and the overall firm's capabilities. 

2.3.2.1) Timing 

The timing of entry is vital for a firm. A firm's timing of entry is heavily influenced by 

the firm resources, attitude and by the targeted market conditions. 

According to Lasserre85  we can divide the market conditions in four phases: 

-The premature phase, during this phase a significant investment in the country would 

probably not generate enough long-term revenues because of the lack of demand. 

-The window phase, during this phase some markets opportunities do appear for the firms 

planning to enter that specific market; the competitive environment is unpredictable 
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though because of the uncertainty of the response of the consumers and of the competitors. 

At this stage, a company can decide to take the risk and become a first mover into the 

market or step aside and wait for less risky opportunities. 

-The competitive growth phase, during this phase the market is heading toward saturation 

due to the presence of new competitors and due to the competition, that arises for a higher 

market share. New entry at this phase is considered risky because of the fierce competition, 

to be successful it requires a highly-differentiated product, the ownership of a powerful 

competitive advantage or massive resources. 

-The mature phase, at this phase the competition is well established and the barriers to 

entry and to gain market shares are critically high. 

According to these phases a firm can decide to be a first mover, a second mover or a third 

mover.  

Being a first mover entails high risks but also high rewards. The biggest risk the first 

movers face is uncertainty, since it's a new market they don't know how it will respond to 

their products, the most correct strategy and how to avoid blunders. If a first mover is 

successful in establishing its business it will be able to have a monopolistic access to 

distribution, consumers, suppliers and to establish its brands in the market and more 

importantly into the minds of the consumers. By being first, the first mover gains a 

sustainable competitive advantage, earn above-average returns and gain customer loyalty. 

A second mover usually is a firm which doesn't possess the resources of a first mover but, 

nevertheless is capable to offer a competitive response to first mover's products. They 

tend to imitate the first mover products or can offer a product that can substitute the first 

mover one. One of the biggest second mover advantages is the opportunity to evaluate 

customer's reactions to the first mover's products and to exploit the information about the 

results of the first mover's strategies and analysis. If a second mover is not able to imitate 
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the first mover products or strategy it can choose to create a niche market, thus 

differentiating its offering and being able to obtain a market share. 

A third mover is usually a SME which does not possess the resources and capabilities to 

compete with the first or second mover directly but thanks to its core competencies it is 

able to obtain a part of market share. The key of success for third movers is to focus on 

the quality of their offerings, its competitivity and its differentiation compared to the 

competitor's products. 

We can consider the actual Chinese wine market situation as a competitive growth phase. 

The strong presence of many local and foreign competitors, the growing acquaintance of 

Chinese consumers with wine are reducing the opportunities and profitability of exporting 

to first tier cities in China. Nevertheless, the presence of second and third tier cities with 

their relative inexperience about wine and willingness to taste foreign products are a great 

window of opportunity for Italian wineries that are able to enter the market and build a 

strong and reliable distribution line in order to catch this opportunity. Italian wines, when 

compared with French wines in China are at disadvantage because of the strong and early 

promotion of French wine but thanks to their peculiarity and differences from the French 

wines they can be perceived as an interesting alternative to the mainstream French wine. 

Together with exporting to second and third tier cities Italian wineries should also focus 

on wine education in order to make more memorable their products, promote them and 

let the consumers understand the peculiarities of the product. 

2.3.2.2) Entry modes 

A foreign market entry mode can be defined as "an institutional arrangement that makes 

possible the entry of a company's products, technology, human skills, management or 

other resources into a foreign country" 86 
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The selection and implementation of an entry mode is a vital part of the 

internationalization process. There are several different ways to enter a foreign market, 

the two main variables regarding the choice and implementation of a market entry mode 

are the degree of control and the intensity of the investment. According to the combination 

of these two factors a list of the most common market entry modes has been prepared 

below: 

-Indirect exporting, indirect exporting occurs when a firm sells its products to an 

intermediary who sells its products to importing wholesalers or directly to the customers. 

The main advantages of this type of entry mode are the low amount of resources to 

commit, the low liability in case of entry failure and the possibility, for the firm, to 

concentrate its resources on more relevant markets. The main disadvantages are the lack 

of direct control on how the intermediary market the product, the lack of contact with the 

foreign market, a lower return if compared with direct exporting and the difficulties of 

influencing the overall marketing campaign. 

-Direct exporting, direct exporting involves exporting directly to a customer interested in 

the firm's product. The firm is responsible of carrying out market research, foreign 

distribution, delivery of the product and collection of payment. The main advantages of 

direct exporting are higher profits because a firm can sell its products directly to the 

customers without having to pay a percentage to one or more intermediaries, the degree 

of control over the whole transaction process is certainly greater when compared with 

indirect exporting, the firm is able to build a relationship with the customers and to 

implement a coherent product strategy and a firm is able to prevent a misuse of the 

products. The main disadvantages are the higher costs in terms of financial and human 

resources, the liability for failures is on the firm's shoulders, the necessity to properly 

understand the foreign market environment and the barriers a firm can find when trying 

to enter a foreign market without a local intermediate. 

-Licensing, it can be defined as a business arrangement where a firm, the licensor, offers 

official permission to a foreign firm, the licensee, to have access to proprietary assets in 
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exchange for royalty fees. The main advantages are the low commitment of a firm's 

internal resources, the possibility of entering a market closed to direct or indirect imports 

and a firm can avoid paying the duties related to the exportation of its products. The main 

disadvantages are the lack of control of the licensor over the licensee, the risk of losing a 

firm's copyrights and, most important, the threat of nurturing a possible competitor.87 

-Franchising, franchising is a contractual agreement where a firm, the franchisor, mainly 

provides to the counterpart the rights to use its trade licenses, brands, business models 

and know how in a specific period in return for a determined amount of money. The 

difference between licensing and franchising is that franchising involves a less loose 

relationship among the parties, the franchisor helps the franchisee with support and 

advices but the franchisee must follow strict rules regarding the whole business activities. 

The main advantages for are the possibility to avoid financial risks and the advantage of 

having a counterpart with high motivation. The main disadvantages are the risk of 

damaging the brand by granting the usage of it to inexperienced or incapable partners, the 

risk of fostering a future competitor and the lack of a direct control over the franchisee. 

-Joint Venture, a joint venture is a firm established by two or more firms; the risks, 

management and rewards of the jointly formed firm are shared among the parent firms 

through contractual agreements. Each partner contributes to the new firm's capital in the 

form either of money, equipment and technology. The main advantages are that the risk 

is shared among the companies funding the joint venture, a joint venture can exploit the 

already existing functioning distribution channel of the local partner and the competitive 

know how and technologies provided by the foreign partner to penetrate the market in a 

more successful way. One of the most important disadvantages is the risk of conflict 

among the parent companies over the control of the joint venture and the decisions 
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regarding its business, misunderstandings, hidden agenda and bad faith can, in the long 

run, undermine the positive results of a joint venture. 

-Contracting, contracting can be divided into two main areas88:  

A) Contract manufacturing, this contract involves relocating a part of the business process 

into another country where the production or management costs are lower if compared 

with the home country of the firm. Generally, these kinds of contracts involve that the 

firm retains the responsibility for marketing and distribution of its products while it 

outsources its production to another firm in exchange for payment and disclosure of 

know-how and technology. 

B) Management contract, this contract refers to a business arrangement that allows local 

firms to manage the sales, distribution and marketing of certain products in a target market 

area on behalf of a firm. It is of paramount importance for the firm granting the target 

market area to another firm to be fully aware of the strategies and techniques implemented 

by the managing firm in order to avoid mismanagement 

-Acquisition, acquisition can be defined as a corporate action where a firm acquires the 

majority or the entirety of another firm's ownership. An acquisition is often the best way 

to enter a foreign market in a rapid way because it is an operation that is fast to implement 

if a firm has the necessary resources. It immediately grants access to all the local assets 

previously owned by the acquired company, it reduces the competition and it grants full 

control on the acquired company. However, there are also disadvantages such as the cost 

of the acquisition it is usually high because of the necessity to quantify all the non-

material assets a firm is acquiring, it is risky because the volume of sales a firm had before 

being acquired by another one can decrease after the acquisition because of 
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mismanagement, resistance by the acquired firm to new methods and because of the 

difficulties of integrating different cultures. 

-Greenfield operations, a greenfield operation entails building a wholly owned subsidiary 

from scratch by using a firm's resources if there are no suitable business to acquire or 

because the company wants to limit the leaks of important information. Because of the 

safety of the environment a firm can use its know-how and its latest technologies without 

risks, moreover the risk of cultural conflicts among employees is avoided or at least 

mitigated. The main disadvantages are related to the costs of building a greenfield 

operation and the time needed to build an efficient supply chain. 

 

Given the overall small size of the Italian wineries and the scarce resources indirect 

exporting appears to be the most suitable option especially in the first period when a 

winery is probing the effective viability of opening a new sales channel in a foreign 

market. 

The relative low amount of resources to commit together with the low exposition in case 

of failure are balanced by the lack of direct control about how the intermediary will sell 

the wine, the price chosen for the product, the promotional campaign and the overall 

brand reputation might be jeopardised. If a winery is planning a long term investment into 

the Chinese wine market the best choice would be to form a joint venture with a local 

company or to open a wholly owned subsidiary in China with Chinese personnel in order 

to monitor the market reactions and quickly adapt to the new changes. The choice depends 

on how many resources a firm is willing to commit to China and its long term strategy 

regarding the Chinese wine market. 
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2.4) Liability of foreignness 

One of the major obstacles for a firm willing to enter a new market is the liability of 

foreignness. According to Kindleberger 89  the liability of foreignness can be defined as 

the sum of the costs arising from the unfamiliarity of the environment, from the need for 

coordination, from cultural, political and economic differences, the lower profitably and 

lower chances of survival compared with local firms. Zaheer 90 affirms that the liability 

of foreignness arises from four sources: 

-Cost directly associated with spatial distance such as costs of transportation, travelling 

and coordination over different time zones 

-Costs related with the lack of knowledge and of familiarity about the foreign market 

-Costs resulting from the possible hostility of host country environment 

-Costs resulting from the home country environment such as restrictions to the export of 

certain services or technologies. 

When firms enter a new market, they must choose whether to try to imitate the processes 

and the structures of the most successful local firms or to maintain their distinctive 

characteristics and therefore retain their competitive advantage. According to the 

conclusions published by Zaheer, a firm specific advantage may be a more effective way 
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to overcome the liability of foreignness liabilities rather than simply imitating local 

practices and models. 

Another important contribution to the concept of Liability of Foreignness and its main 

sources was given by the research carried out by Asmussen et al.91 They adopted a 

dynamic view on the liability of foreignness dividing the sources of liability of 

foreignness into two main factors: endogenous, firm related, and exogenous, environment 

related. Moreover, they stated that even if the previous researches carried about this topic 

suggested that liability of foreignness tend to decrease over time and may even become 

zero, the degree of liability of foreignness experienced by different firms is not the same: 

it depends on the internationalization patterns of the firm and the home and host country 

environment. A distinction was made between developed countries firms and emerging 

countries firms. Regarding the environment and its effects on the degree of liability of 

foreignness a firm is subjected to, the research states that an internationalizing firm that 

moves to similar environments will experience less liability of foreignness than one that 

moves to a more different market, for example a firm moving from a more complex 

institutional environment to a less complex institutional environment will experience less 

liability of foreignness than a firm moving from a less complex institutional environment 

will to a more complex one. Moreover, it is stated that, generally, firms from a developed 

market moving to an emerging market experience less liability of foreignness than firms 

moving from emerging markets to developed markets. The level of liability of foreignness 

experienced by firms varies according to the industry where the firms operate in, for 

example a firm operating into the food and beverage industry will experience more 

liability of foreignness than a firm operating in the pharmaceutical industry. Moreover, 
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firms operating in local industries will experience higher liability of foreignness if 

compared to firms operating in global industries.  

On the other hand, the degree of liability of foreignness is also influenced by the 

endogenous factors of a firm. The assets of a firm will highly affect the degree of liability 

of foreignness, for example firms with resource weakness will experience more liability 

of foreignness because of the difficulties in overcoming the costs of adapting and 

successfully enter the foreign market. This liability of foreignness related to a firm's 

limited resources can be overcome if a firm is capable of entering a foreign market 

forming a cluster with other firms. A research conducted by Leo P. Dana1 and Kate E. 

Winstone92 revealed that wineries from New Zealand formed a cluster to increase the 

global competitiveness of their production and to maintain a positive level of competition. 

According to Porter the formation of a cluster grant to the firms in it a twofold benefit: it 

maintains competition but it also ensures cooperation when possible and needed. 

‘Rivals compete intensely to win and retain customers. Without vigorous competition, a 

cluster will fail. Yet there is also cooperation, much of it vertical, involving companies 

and related industries and local institutions’.93 

Firms in a cluster, especially SME will be able to retain their competitive advantage and 

to overcome the lack of resources by uniting their assets to be able to tackle important 

markets such as China. 
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2.5) A cultural approach to foreignness 

Even if in the past decades, the world has moved towards a more integrated and connected 

market, differences among people and markets remain. In a more and more competitive 

environment a firm might want to enter unexplored and potentially highly profitable 

markets. These firms must be careful and consider that a marketing strategy successful in 

a Western country's market might end up in a complete failure if replicated in the Chinese 

market without taking into consideration the specific culture of it. But why differences 

among markets and people still exist? 

 The differences among markets and people are mostly cultural created differences. There 

are many different definitions of what culture is. One of the first definition was given by 

E.B. Tylor:  

“That complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any 

other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society” 94.  

The role of culture in shaping an individual's belief, actions and desires is crucial, so if a 

company plans to understand and enter a foreign market, it must learn how to deal with 

that market’s culture. At this point another question arises spontaneously: Why some 

cultures have more differences while other cultures have less differences? The answer 

can be found in the concept of cultural distance. Cultural distance has been defined by 

Geert Hofstede as 
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 "the collective programming of the mind distinguishing the members of one group or 

category of people from another".95 

A firm planning to enter a culturally distant market, such as China for Italian wineries, 

should adopt a different mindset relating its very culture, the market culture and how to 

integrate them. 

The main three points are: 

-The creation of a sensibility towards cultural differences. In this point the analysis 

will be focused on the firm's mindset about the culturally distant market. By adopting an 

anthropological point of view, this point will try to stress out the most successful mindset 

when it comes to dealing with a culturally distant market and how to adopt it in a specific 

situation. The aim is to develop a sensibility towards cultural differences that will grant 

to the firm the tools necessary to understand the culturally distant market. This aspect is 

fundamental to give the cultural mindset that every firm should have when entering a 

foreign market. 

-The analysis of the targeted market's culture and the differences between the target 

and the firm's culture. In this point the analysis will be shifted from the firm to the 

market where the firm wants to enter. Now that the firm possesses the tools to understand 

and analyse the foreign market, that market should be investigated thoroughly. The aim 

is to obtain all the data a firm needs in order to create a successful plan. This aspect is 

fundamental to prepare the entry strategy. 

-The integration of the firm in the cultural distant market. This point will integrate 

the previous two points in order to create an offer that can fit into the targeted market and 
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represent the firm values. The product itself might remain unchanged, but the value it 

carries usually is shaped by the culture of the market. The aim is to create an offering 

coherent with the data obtained and with the goal of the firm. The firm will absolutely 

need the help from an expert of that specific culture, the best option is to hire an expert 

that is a native and is aware of the problems a culturally distant firm might encounter If 

the previous two points can be the answer about how to understand a foreign market this 

final point is the answer about how to enter it. 

 

A) The creation of a sensibility towards cultural differences. 

Many firm's successful products in a specific market encountered difficulties in culturally 

distant markets. If a firm is trying to sell its product in a culturally different market it 

should be aware that the lack of cultural consideration could cause a great loss to a firm's 

image and profit. For example, when promoting a film called "Hollywood Buddha" a film 

studio encountered serious trouble in Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Burma because 

the film lacked cultural sensitivity towards Buddhist symbols traditionally held in 

reverence in these countries.96 Those kinds of difficulties arose because of the incapacity 

of the firm to understand different cultures and to take the differences into account before 

launching its marketing campaign. First, a firm should develop what is called cultural 

sensibility: that is being aware that exist different cultures creating cultural differences 

among people. A firm willing to enter culturally distant markets should also be aware that 

the firm itself belongs to a culture that shapes its attitude, organization and actions. So, a 

firm, even before starting to analyse the culturally distant market should start analysing 

itself. With these premises we will borrow some ideas and approaches from the field 

anthropology. All those who have studied anthropology knows that the first step when 
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analysing a different culture is to adopt a point of view that is as much as possible free 

from one's culture construction and ideas.97 Even if having a one hundred per cent neutral 

point of view is impossible, nevertheless the subject should try to put down his own 

cultural baggage and adopt the concept cultural relativism. This means that, theoretically, 

the one trying to study a different culture should distance himself from:  

-The culture he/she is studying, trying to suspend every kind of judgement about the alien 

culture that could hamper a deep understanding of that culture  

-His/Her culture, trying to avoid using a narrowed point of view where a different culture 

could fit only partially. The aim of this approach is to avoid an ethnocentric attitude that 

could limit and damage the research a firm usually does before entering a culturally 

distant market. Especially for a firm, this approach is fundamental to elicit the real 

consumer behaviour and habits and to be able to exploit them in a successful way. Pepsi 

Cola lost its dominant market share to Coke in South East Asia when Pepsi changed the 

colour of its vending machines and coolers from deep regal blue to light ice blue as light 

blue is associated with death and mourning in their region.98 The above case is a clear 

example of why cultural sensitivity is of paramount importance when planning to enter a 

culturally distant market. So, if a firm wants to enter a culturally distant market should 

adopt a culturally relativistic approach and develop empathy towards that culture, where 

empathy for other cultures means to recognize and accept differences culturally created. 

Only with these tools the firm is ready to start analysing the culturally distant market and 

deeply understand it 
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B) The analysis of the targeted market's culture and the differences between the target and 

the firm's culture. 

The second crucial aspect to be taken into account in order to understand and enter 

culturally distant markets is to analyse the market's culture and try to understand the main 

differences a culturally distant firm might encounter. At this point a question should 

naturally arise: How does a firm analyse a culturally distant market culture? To have a 

quick glimpse about a distant culture we could apply the concept of national cultural 

metaphors developed by Gannon in 2001. Gannon argued that is possible to describe a 

society's culture with a single descriptive metaphor. The aim of these metaphors is to 

capture in a simple but holistic manner the true essence of the culture of any given society. 

These metaphors should sum up the culture of the society under consideration. Some 

examples of national cultural metaphors can include: the Chinese family altar, and the 

American Football.99 A shortcoming of this method is that doesn't provide a thorough 

analysis, but it only provides a quick mental image of the culture of that country. For a 

more detailed and deeper analysis is useful to adopt the Hofstede model.100 According to 

Hofstede, when it comes to analysing one specific national culture, there are 5 main 

dimensions; These dimensions are: 

-The nature of relations between people, Individualism vs Collectivism 

-Equality or inequality in interpersonal interactions, High Power Distance vs Low Power 

Distance 

 -Interacting with others or for others, Masculinity vs Femininity 
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-Dealing with uncertainty, Strong Uncertainty Avoidance vs Weak Uncertainty 

Avoidance  

-Developing appropriate communication with others, High context vs Low context 

-Time, Long term orientation vs Short term orientation. 

These features should grant the firm an accurate idea of the cultural distant market and of 

the similarities and differences the two cultures might encounter. So, if, for example, the 

market's culture is more focused on a strong uncertainty avoidance a firm selling wine 

should focus on their long tradition of producing safe and high quality products. Another 

important method of analysis to be taken into account is the Lewis model. Lewis, after 

years of experience on the field, came to the conclusions that cultures can also be divided 

into three categories based on the people's behaviour. 

 -Multiactive 

-Linear active 

-Reactive 

This differentiation becomes relevant when a firm must consider which message should 

be more appropriate when promoting its products. For example, an advertisement for a 

more multi active culture should emphasize the emotional part while and advertisement 

for a more linear active culture should emphasize more the functional part of the product. 

When it comes to analysing a cultural distant market all these tools are of the utmost 

importance but other two major points should be considered:  

-Inside the market exist a culturally dominant culture and others minority cultures, when 

creating a plan to enter the market also these minority cultures should be considered. 
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 -A culture is not a solid institution, but it changes because is influenced by those who 

practice. So, for example an enough powerful firm could potentially deeply influence a 

certain culture, for example the Mac Donald brand deeply influenced the American 

culture and its perception abroad in the last decades. 

C) The integration of the firm in the cultural distant market. 

Now that the firm has acquired all the knowledge necessary to enter the culturally distant 

market in a proper way how should act? What is the final move to enter it successfully? 

 In the first point the focus was on the firm's attitude, while in the second point the focus 

was on the culturally distant market. In this point the focus will be on the firm trying to 

enter the market and the possibilities to communicate in a way that would benefit both 

the firm and the market. The first step of this process is to try to reduce every conflict that 

may arise from a confrontation among two different cultures. The firm should try to cope 

with the differences and harness tension. A way to accomplish this task is to find a native 

guide with an international background or at least some knowledge of the firm's culture 

so that he can explain the differences and avoid embarrassing and damaging blunders, for 

example, Pepsodent tried to sell its toothpaste in Southeast Asia by emphasizing that it 

"whitens your teeth." Later they found out that the local natives chew betel nuts to blacken 

their teeth which they find attractive. 101 

One of the most common mistakes when it comes to promoting a product in another 

language can be avoided by simply checking the translations and the double meaning that 

it may carry, that's the reason why an integration with the market culture is needed. For 

example, Kellogg had to rename its brand Buds cereal in Sweden when it discovered that 
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the translation of the name resembled the word "burned farmer."102 To be aware of the 

nuances of that determined culture is a challenging task and that's why a firm must be 

fully committed when wants to enter a culturally distant market. It would be desirable to 

send some firm's managers in that specific market so that they would gradually acquire 

the knowledge needed to fully understand the culturally distant market. Once completed 

the learning stage they should be able to transfer this awareness and knowledge to the 

firm enabling it to enter the market successfully. There are two types of knowledge that 

managers could acquire about foreign cultures: 

 -Factual knowledge, it's the first kind of knowledge. It is a straightforward knowledge of 

fact about a determined culture and it assumes additional significance when interpreted 

within the context of that specific culture.  

-Experiential knowledge, it's a deeper knowledge about a certain culture. Can be 

considered as the ability to understand and to fully appreciate the nuances of different 

cultural traits and patterns.  

During the process advertising or promoting its product a firm should have acquired the 

second knowledge to be able to deliver a clear and unambiguous message to the customers. 

When entering a different market, a firm's offer can remain standardized, if compatible 

with that market's culture, but the presentation of the products and its advertising must 

change accordingly to the result of the analysis carried during the second point. Another 

important factor of the integration process is to stay updated with the changes. Timing is 

important when it comes to how to promote one’s products: a firm in a foreign market 

should be aware of the major changes in costumer's sensibility. This final example relates 

to an advertising campaign launched by Ford in India: The advertisement posters 
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designed by advertising agency JWT India, showed a caricature of former Italian Prime 

Minister Silvio Berlusconi flashing a peace sign from the driver' seat, while three scantily 

clad voluptuous women gagged and handcuffed are spotted stuffed in the car trunk. The 

ads appeared on the Internet just a few days after the government of India had approved 

new laws to punish sex crimes following the sexual assault of a student on a bus. That 

advertisement sparked protests in India and condemnation around the world. The 

treatment of women in India was a hot button issue and these images had clearly placed 

Ford on the wrong side of the debate.103  

The purpose of integration is to grant the firm a place in the market where, after all the 

due analysis, it can finally enter the culturally distant market in a way that avoids any 

kind of blunder whether can be linguistic or cultural. 

2.6) Entering China's wine market 

The wine market in China has become a flourishing market in the last decade. Because 

of its attractiveness, it received the attention of several foreign wineries willing to export 

their wines to China. As stated before there are several ways for firms to enter a new 

market, every choice has its pros and cons. Before entering an important market as the 

Chinese one, having a strategy is of paramount importance; a firm should create a strategy 

fitting with its own resources, capabilities and goals. This strategy must consider all the 

risks a firm will undertake to enter this new foreign market and, more importantly, it must 

consider the financial exposure of such an undertaking. A firm must to be fully aware of 

its capabilities in order to avoid the risk of default but also avoid overtrading in order to 

be able to continue operating. The strategy should be respected during every step of the 

process and the firms should not try to change its planned strategy only because of 

contingency situations, of course if some major events occurs or the planned strategy is 
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not producing the expected results a firm should change its strategy accordingly to the 

events. This dynamic strategy should also be a long term one to firmly create a profitable 

business and have a long-term future in the Chinese wine market. 

Once a strategy has been decided and it has been approved by all the firm functions it can 

be implemented. During the implementation phase of the strategy caution is needed, a 

staged approach to the Chinese market would be the best option for wineries willing to 

enter this enormous market. The Uppsala model can give a good framework to work on: 

a firm should firstly export a small amount to test the market. This small amount will be 

the business card the winery will be sending to China, it’s clear that the shipped wine's 

quality should represent the overall wines' quality of the winery. If a firm is trying to 

peddle the leftover of the selling year it is obvious that its products will not receive a 

warm welcome into the market and even worse because of this blunder it might create a 

negative brand image. 

Especially during the first phases of exporting to China the advantage of having well 

informed advisors is invaluable. The vastness of the Chinese market can be a thrilling 

scenario at the beginning but it can also rapidly become a trap for those who are new to 

working in China. There is not a single way to sell wine in China, usually wineries lean 

on local agents who sell their wines and, if their products have success in the new market, 

later they start to expand their Chinese network often through face to face dealing and 

meetings with other distributors. It is risky to want to enter the market with a big 

quantitative of stock without having guarantees that the stock will be sold or the agent 

can deal with such a sizable quantity. The risk of not being able to sell the stock or having 

its local agent disappearing leaving the shipment at the docks is a concrete one for a 

winery so wineries should be able to maintain a cautious approach in order to avoid being 

lured by promises of enormous profits without serious and concrete bases. 

The importance of meeting the distributors or the most important clients face to face is 

undeniable, especially in China where most of the businesses are regulated by the norm 
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of Guanxi104, the implication for a winery planning to expand its network of sales is that 

the manager often will have to be ready to go and meet the agents and the most important 

customers to build a relationship. 

Once the selling network has been established a firm cannot rest on its laurels; it must 

keep itself updated on changes about the Chinese label and import licenses, maintain a 

continuous communication with the local agent in order to prevent or counter every 

problem that might arise in the market. Another important factor to consider is pricing, 

some wineries committed the mistake of over inflating the price of their wines trying to 

obtain a huge profit. This action in the long term will produce only negative consequences 

because it will alienate the consumers from that firm's products. Chinese buyers are 

becoming more and more aware of a bottle of wine real prices and they are willing to pay 

only if they perceive the value of that bottle will meet their standards.105 
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Abstract 

This final chapter will present the results of the interviews and of the field research 

conducted during the preparation of the thesis. The aim of this chapter is to present the 

point of view of the people who play an important role in the wine value chain in China, 

from the Italian wineries exporting to China to the final Chinese wine consumer. The 

current hurdles Italian wineries are facing in China will be presented with the 

improvements and possible solutions discussed with those directly involved. 
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3)INTERVIEWS, HURDLES AND 

IMPROVEMENTS 

 

In the previous two chapters the aim of the research was to elicit if China was an appealing 

market for small and medium Italian wineries and the different approaches they could 

adopt in order to enter the Chinese wine market. This final chapter was conceived as a 

research about the major practical obstacles wineries, agents or wine promoters that 

already entered the Chinese wine market faced or are still facing. The research was 

conducted among wine managers, owners of wineries, wine agents and also among 

Chinese buyers and distributors. I also had the opportunity to accompany Chinese wine 

lovers, buyers and distributors during different wine tours around Italy, this experience 

was extremely helpful in order to gain some precious insights on their tastes, point of 

view and suggestions about how to improve the promotion of Italian wine in China. 

Finally, I attended the event Wine2Wine organized by Vinitaly international where 

among the various topics discussed China was one of the most important.  

3.1) Interviews 

Given the necessity to gain a deep insight about the Italian wine in China, its performance 

and its flaws I adopted a qualitative data collection, these data were collected through 

interviews and observation.  The interviews were conducted by contacting the people I 

was able to meet at the Wine2Wine event, at the Vinitaly fair and during the wine tours. 

The interviewed were selected because of their experience in how to deal with the Chinese 

market, because of their capability to manage a sales network in China and because of 

their knowledge and experience about this topic. The interviews were carried differently 

among the Chinese and the Italians. Among the Italians who were interviewed six people 

are export managers who represent different Italian wineries, one is the owner of an 

agency dedicated to export and promote Italian wines in China and one is a professor and 
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a researcher in industrial organisation, strategy and entrepreneurship who recently 

published a book that encompasses the overall wine market in China.  

The main questions of the interviews were: 

-What are the main reasons behind the company’s choice of exporting to China? 

-How long have you/your company been actively in contact with Chinese 

importers/distributors/retailers? 

-Are your/your company export toward China continuous or fragmentary? 

-With how many distributors are you currently dealing? 

-Do you use some social media platforms in order to promote your brand/products? 

-What were the biggest obstacles you faced when entering the Chinese wine market? 

-Have you ever felt the necessity of a cultural mediator or somebody who could mitigate 

the possible cultural differences? 

-How was your company able to obtain the necessary contacts in order to start exporting 

to China? 

In order to have a more holistic approach I also conducted a research on the other line of 

the chain by interviewing several different Chinese wine lovers/distributors/retailers. The 

people who participated to the interview were eleven; among them four are wine lovers 

from Hong Kong, Beijing, Cangzhou and Guangzhou. two are distributors from Kunming 

and Guangzhou, two are retailers from Beijing and Kunming; three owns a bar where 

they are serving imported wine, from Beijing, Hong Kong and Kunming. The main 

questions of the interview were: 

-What is your point of view about the Italian wine? 
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-Comparing Italian wine with the French wine, do you think Italian wine has 

competitiveness? 

-Do you think that the promotion of Italian wine in China till now was effective? What 

do you think are the most important points that should be improved and the mistakes that 

should be avoided? 

-What are the major problems you find when dealing with Italian wineries? 

-Do you think Italian wine can increase its presence in the Chinese market or will it remain 

a niche for wine experts? 

The interviews were conceived as a conversation guided by a few topics, the questions 

were open ended in order to encourage the participant to talk freely about the topic: the 

aim was not to obtain a list of data or facts but to get inside the interviewed point of view 

and considerations about the topic discussed, to let him/her freely describe his thoughts. 

The aim was to foster deep conversation in order to get to thoughtful answers, to 

understand something that is possible to understand only through direct contact with the 

experts. The research was intended to be free of preconceived notions, assumptions and 

theories in order to discover the real problems, obstacles, solutions, compromises and 

expectations of those working in the Italian wine sector in China. Having the opportunity 

to have long conversations with the interviewed enabled the creation of a more relaxed 

atmosphere where personal impression or insights were more easily communicated. The 

Italian wine managers whom I interviewed freely communicated what were their 

impressions, what they considered the main mistakes Italian wines committed in China, 

and their views regarding the future of Italian wine in China. None of the interviews was 

recorded and their identities will be kept private as requested. Regarding the interviews 

with the Chinese wine lovers or distributors due to the cultural difference at the beginning 

was difficult to obtain a direct response, their responses were often very polite but vague 

and too general. Only after spending more time together during the various trips or 

overhearing their conversation I was able to get a more personal and deep response about 
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their opinion on Italian wines, what they think about the Italian wine promotion in China 

and their overall considerations about the future of wine in China. During the interviews 

with Italian and Chinese people working in the wine sector some topics emerged in almost 

every interview as problems the winery was currently facing, suggestions promoted by 

the Chinese buyers or simply as the most discussed topic of the moment. In this last 

chapter, I divided and sum up the topics that were perceived and considered as most 

important in order to understand the reasons of the Italian wines’ current situation in 

China, the most successful ways to promote it and how to increase the overall 

performance of our wine in China.  The main points emerged as potential obstacles and 

the proposed solutions are presented in this last chapter.  

3.2) Hurdles 

Although there have been some improvements in the recent years, Italian wines are still 

lagging behind when it comes to market share in China. As underlined by Zuming Wang, 

a member of the Chinese Alcohol Bureau, the excessive self-confidence about their 

products paired with a lack of knowledge about the Chinese market caused a twenty years 

long string of numerous failures and few successes. Italian wineries cannot expect the 

buyers to acquire their products with little or almost no direct promotion, but, instead, 

should mobilize in order to recognize the trends and be prepared to the demands of the 

market. The lack of research and the lack of knowledge about the market and its structures 

shows a lack of respect towards the importance of the market itself. Regarding China 

there is an impressive lack of knowledge about their culture, their business practices and 

how to properly promote the wine in the Chinese market. Some blunders are not 

acceptable anymore, an intense and complete research should be made before deciding to 

engage in such a complex and rich culture, country and market. 

The relative obscurity of Italian wines, the lack of recognizability are symptoms of an 

overall lack of promotion. A big challenge to tackle is the too high diversification of 

Italian wines, Italy has an impressive number of wine varieties as underlined in Chapter 

one but this richness is actually damaging its promotion in China. Chinese wine lovers 
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deem Italian varieties too many and too difficult to remember. Although it is true that 

China is not the main export market for Italian wines, deciding not to invest in the market 

with the highest growth in the last years, in the long term, will be a serious strategical 

mistake. 

Another important consideration regarding the attitude of Italian wineries is the 

incapability of accepting determined sacrifices in order to achieve long term results. 

Being afraid of advantaging another Italian winery perceived as competitor for the 

Chinese market causes the incapability of putting together the resources in order to create 

a more complex, logical and coherent promotional campaign. To improve the current 

situation of Italian wines in China it is necessary to formulate a clear penetration strategy. 

This strategy should be as homogenous as possible, trying to avoid a damaging 

competition among wineries. It is necessary to broaden one’s view, to encompass not only 

the wine producing agents, the wineries and the cooperatives but also to form alliances 

with other sectors where the made in Italy has a competitive advantage sectors as tourism, 

gastronomy and luxury cars in order to create an offering able to increase the 

memorability of the experience and the overall recognition of the product.  

During the interviews and during the different wine tours with Chinese groups another 

important problem emerged. Italian wine, but also wine in general, still appears to be an 

alien product, something that cannot be handled spontaneously and with simplicity. Wine 

is perceived as a business or as another topic to study, it is not tasted and enjoyed, it is 

tasted and studied, evaluated. This idea struck me during the first wine tour I took part. 

At the end of the day, once finished the wine tasting and having duly posted on WeChat 

all the necessary pictures in order to let friends and acquaintances know they were tasting 

wine, they resorted to beer and spirits to have fun, spend time together and chill out. 

Overlooking the possibility, while being in a famous wine producing area, to sip some 

traditional, high quality and authentic wine, they preferred other beverages. This 

behaviour is indicative of how artificial still is wine to their culture. It appears the wine 

hasn’t yet occupied a place in their mind and in their heart as a leisure beverage, as a 

product to be consumed with friends to celebrate or simply to have fun together. It appears 
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than wine still wasn’t able to win their hearts and their minds, not yet at least. Wine still 

is a culturally distant product for the vast majority of the Chinese, it is regarded as a 

foreign product that can be consumed in special occasions or a product to be sold in order 

to earn some revenues. A deeper, more intimate and freer approach to wine and new 

cultural meanings behind its consumptions are needed in order to truly communicate what 

wine is and what is capable of. Education is of paramount importance in order to make 

the wine well known in China but it seems that together with education something 

different is needed. We should share with them our real lifestyle, we should share with 

them what wine does mean for us, that it can be drunk elegantly during banquets or 

business meetings but it can also be consumed together with friends at more casual events. 

Wine should become a product that can be moderately integrated into their routine. An 

idea would be to experiment new forms of promotion during the most natural, sincere and 

aggregative events in the Chinese life. For example, trying to have a deal with some KTVs, 

karaoke bars that are very popular in China, in order to have them adding wine to the list 

of their offering. The presence of wine in a very popular, aggregative place will surely 

give a complete new meaning to this product enabling a less study-oriented or show off 

attitude and a more entertaining and sincere wine experience. 

 The following paragraphs will present some of the suggestions proposed by the people 

contacted during my research together with some thoughts I developed by spending time 

with the experts of this sector and observing how the communication, promotion and sales 

were made. 

3.3) Improvements 

I decided to divide this paragraph into six main parts, each part will present one topic that 

was considered useful to help the dealing between Italian wineries and Chinese costumers. 

The topics chosen are those emerged during the interviews, the discussions and during 

the wine tours. 
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3.3.1) Guanxi 

关系  guānxi has many implications, it can be translated as connections, relations, 

relationship. Its importance can be underestimated as well as overestimated by those who 

are not accustomed with the meaning behind this word and its cultural, social and 

economic implications. It implies a preferential treatment given to a partner in exchange 

for an assurance that the preferential treatment accorded to the partner will be paid back 

over time. During the interviews with the Italian managers many underlined the 

importance of having a good guanxi in order to avoid having problem at the Customs and 

be able to smoothly sell the stock. Through the creation of a good guanxi it is possible to 

obtain a preferential treatment and to have connections with new possible clients. One of 

the interviewed explained that they had a visit from a Chinese distributor few years ago, 

given the importance of the visit the winery organized a memorable tour around the area 

treating the guest with respect and warmth, letting them return to China pleased and 

satisfied. The deal was almost concluded but suddenly the winery couldn’t contact the 

Chinese distributor anymore, the contact simply vanished. After two years the winery was 

contacted again by the same Chinese company that run the distribution network which 

explained them the interruption of communication due to a series of circumstances but 

recalled the positive impression they had while visiting Italy and expressed their 

willingness to have dealings with the winery due to that particular treatment. The deal 

was concluded especially thanks to the favourable guanxi among the parties. 

According to Zhu et al there are seven principles forming the conceptual content of 

guanxi106: 

-Transferable: if a determined person (X) has good guanxi with another person (Y), he 

can recommend or introduce another person (Z) to him. Without X as a mediator the 
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relationship between Y and Z would have been more unlikely. The transferability also 

means that X is somehow responsible for the conduct of Y toward Z. 

-Reciprocal: the relationship is built on mutuality. As stated before a person who received 

a favour from another is obliged to return the favour. 

-Intangible: Guanxi exists only in connection with something else, it can produce an 

exchange of tangible resources but it cannot be accurately measured 

-Utilitarian: Guanxi is more oriented toward a practical result rather than an emotional 

one, usually two individuals establish a guanxi connection because they believe that they 

can obtain an advantage from the connection with the other person. A guanxi relation that 

is not able to bring benefits to any of the parts involved can be easily broken. Nevertheless, 

a strong guanxi and mutual trust can lead to the development of a feeling of friendship 

-Contextual: building and maintaining a good guanxi is entirely contextual, a gift or a 

sign of respect in one context might be misunderstood in another as a sign of weakness 

or an attempt to bribe. Guanxi is full of nuances and implementing it in the correct way 

sometimes is a difficult task. 

-Long-term: A good guanxi bond is reinforced through continuous interactions and some 

guanxi relationship can last for a life and even, if maintained properly, be passed from 

one generation to another. 

-Personal: A guanxi connection is built upon the interaction among two or more people. 

Given the highly personal nature of guanxi if one person inside the guanxi network is 

replaced by another one, the newcomer, even if he/she is part of the same firm of the 

person who left, will not be able to enjoy the same level of guanxi the person replaced by 

him/her enjoyed previously. 
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Regarding the types of ties connecting two or more individuals, Hwang proposed at least 

three differentiations: expressive, mixed and instrumental.107 

-The first circle consists of expressive ties and usually are among relatives and close 

friends. This circle is governed by the rule of need: resources are allocated accordingly to 

the different needs of the group members 

-The following circle comprises mixed ties, including friends and people who are 

somehow close to each other. This circle is based on allocation of resources according to 

emotional response to the components of this circle. 

-The most external circle is composed by ties among people that know each other and 

seek to obtain instrumental value from those relationships. The allocation of resources in 

this circle is based on the equity rules, there is little or almost no room for any emotional 

component. 

In order to gain a competitive advantage and to be able to secure a stable foothold into 

the market a company must create and develop a good network of guanxi. The desirable 

result is to gain access to the medium circle in order to gain a more stable business 

relationship. The rules regarding guanxi interactions are continuously evolving and 

reshaping themselves because of the participants’ agency. The participants of a guanxi 

network add behavioural norms derived from past experiences into the new relationships 

giving more or less value to one of the behaviours expected in a guanxi relationship, for 

example the gift giving part experienced a drastic reduction in importance during the first 

period of the anti-corruption campaign. Given the delicacy and importance of developing 

a good and stable guanxi network the western actor must be careful and develop the 

emerging rules of interaction with sensitivity avoiding exaggerations. One of the biggest 

problems when trying to create a good guanxi with a client is the risk of exaggeration by 

exasperating what can be intended as shows of respect, giving face and honouring the 
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counterpart but can be interpreted as a lack of self-esteem and as a sign of weakness 

therefore leading to the opposite effect. 

According to a research developed by Ruprecht and Schmidt108 there are four strategies 

in order to enter an individual's guanxi. These strategies are 

-Build up strategy: this strategy entails the creation of a guanxi from scratch, it is a long 

and complex process by trial and error, usually it is not the first choice for wineries 

entering the Chinese market for the first time. The time and resources needed to send an 

expatriate into the country and waiting till when to expatriate has created a proper network 

is prohibitive for small and medium wineries. 

-Tapping strategy: Using an agent or a native in order to obtain his/her guanxi. This 

strategy is the most effective in the short term because it allows the company to 

immediately take advantage of an already existing network. In the long term, the risk is 

an increasing dependence on the agent and therefore a diminished contractual power 

toward the agent. 

-Partnership strategy: Creating a cooperation with a local company in order to gain an 

immediate access to the network and to be able to benefit from the local company's guanxi. 

This strategy is successful and profitable in the short term but in the long term the risk is 

not to be able to develop its own guanxi network and to continue on relying on the local 

company’s one. 

-Employing strategy: this strategy entails hiring local Chinese personnel to use them, their 

knowledge and their cultural ability in order to create guanxi with local customers. One 

of the biggest risks of this strategy is the highly personal level of guanxi and the problem 
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of having to create again a guanxi networks if the employee decides to leave the company 

and therefore takes all the guanxi he/she has created for the company with him/her. 

Regarding the wineries interviewed the majority of them are still adopting a Tapping 

strategy in order to enter a guanxi network because. They adopted this strategy because 

they do not have the capital to invest in creating their own guanxi network, their network 

is very limited due to linguistic obstacles or are still probing the market deciding whether 

or not to commit more resources to it. When applying this strategy, it is of paramount 

importance to maintain a positive and continuous communication with the agent in charge. 

One of the major shortcomings during the implementation phase of this strategy that I’ve 

noticed is the lack or severe scarcity of knowledge about the agent’s distribution network, 

real capabilities and goals. Some companies are using this kind of contacts only as buyers 

without checking who and what really is behind, therefore lacking the possibility of a 

harmonic and coherent product communication. The major risk is to have its product and 

its potentialities misused, overpriced and subsequently to have a bad reputation, therefore 

hindering any possible expansion plan. One of the interviewed managers was aware of 

the presence of this possible toxic clients who could bring problems in the long terms, 

now it is currently reorganizing regrouping and closely following the clients identified as 

up to the company’s standards and having a selling operation that is coherent with the 

winery’s brand and products. 

Only few big Italian wineries adopted the Employing strategy also by opening branches 

in China. Undoubtedly Guanxi plays a major role Chinese business, the active usage of it 

by western firms can be really helpful in expanding the network in China  

“一个关系多一条路” (yī gè guānxi duō yī tiáo lù), one connection brings many roads to 

travel. 109 
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When dealing with China every western company must be able to know the concept of 

guanxi and how it works. The governance mechanisms and the outcomes can be baffling 

sometimes for a western firm that is not used to it. 

There are, however, scholars who considers the role of guanxi and its effect on a firm as 

limited and often unpredictable. Fan compared the guanxi network as an investment in 

the stock market, is volatile and can rapidly lose its value to the point to become a burden 

rather than a valuable asset.110 

In conclusion, a firm cannot focus only on guanxi it should develop a competitive offering 

and a viable strategy to implement its business in China. Guanxi must be considered as a 

tactical advantage than will improve the realization of the strategy but in the long term if 

the firm doesn’t develop any competitive advantage or is not able to maintain a 

competitive advantage the sole possession of a good guanxi network will not be enough 

to offset the other disadvantages. 

3.3.2) Negotiating with the Chinese counterpart 

The presentation of guanxi, its definition and analysis was necessary in order to introduce 

the following topic, that is how to properly negotiate with a Chinese counterpart. The 

negotiation, the Chinese business etiquette and the tactics adopted during it were 

considered as obscure and unproductive by many managers when they first approached 

the market. The following pages are a synthesis of the problems presented by the 

interviewed mangers, the reasons behind the rise of these problems and the viable 

solutions. Great relevance will be given to the cultural framework of the Chinese 
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negotiating company in order to clearly present the reasons of the perceived differences, 

how to properly deal with them and about the final goals behind the negotiation. 

In the negotiation process western companies aim for a linear approach involving the 

creation of business first and then maybe a good relationship may occur whereas the 

Chinese appears more focused on assessing the counterpart nature, bonds and connections 

in order to understand the possibility of creating a positive and profitable relationship. 

Moreover, if the western companies appear to be more focused on quantifying negotiation 

outcome from an equity point of view, the Chinese counterpart put more emphasis on the 

future cooperation and on the possibility to establish a long-lasting relationship. One key 

cultural difference between Chinese and Westerners concerning the meaning of the 

relationships is: 

“The Chinese believe that one should build the … personal relationship and, if successful, 

transactions will follow. Westerners build transactions and, if successful, a relationship 

will follow.”111 

The different mental framework may hinder the positive outcome of the negotiation, that's 

why if a company wants to successfully have business with Chinese counterparts must be 

able to understand and adapt to the nuances of their business culture. 

First, the best possible negotiation outcome is where the seller and the buyer gain a mutual 

benefit from each other. Nevertheless, the mutual benefit translated into a favourable 

business agreement is not the only driver or scope of the negotiation and surely is not the 

only desired outcome, the information obtained from each other and therefore the viability 

of continuing business with the counterpart is of great importance, especially during a 

negotiation with Chinese. A long-term orientation where obtaining information about the 

counterpart and being able to assess the viability of establishing a durable business with 
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it is deemed as important if not more important than obtaining a good price at the 

beginning. 

Secondly, another major difference between Chinese and western negotiation is the time 

used to negotiate and respecting or not specific time frames. Making a comparison about 

Chinese and western conception of times we can notice that specific differences emerge. 

Chinese conception of time is: 

-Polychronic, this entails a higher degree of unpredictability regarding schedules, time is 

less important than the situation’ context. Several things are done during the same time. 

-Cyclical, time is viewed as a cyclical repetition, its division is more based on cyclical 

rhythm. 

-Future oriented, this conception focuses on planning in order to achieve a greater profit 

in the long run rather than aiming for a lesser profit in a shorter period. Time is not a 

scarce resource in this optic. 

On the other hand, Western conception of time is 

-Monochronic, schedules are respected, usually if one discussion lasts longer than 

expected a monochronic person will stop the discussion in order to respect the schedule. 

One thing is done at a time. 

-Sequential, time is viewed as a line with different portion that can be divided and 

quantified. 

-Present oriented, this conception focuses more on obtaining the best deal “here and now” 

rather than trying to invest on a longstanding relationship by making concessions that 

would be recouped in the long run. 
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These different conceptions about time may lead to attrition during the negotiations 

because the Chinese may not respect the timeline proposed by the western counterpart. 

Moreover, the holistic approach adopted by the Chinese in order to probe the viability of 

a future cooperation might be misunderstood as a lack of decisiveness and willingness to 

sign the deal.  

In order to smooth the differences and avoid misunderstandings a person able to 

successfully interpret the real message behind the words and acts is needed. During the 

interviews, many mangers underlined the importance of the intermediary in order to 

facilitate the entire negotiation process. This figure is not only a mere translator but is 

also a cultural mediator and a buffer between the two sides, helping them to avoid and 

mitigate direct confrontation that would compromise the whole negotiation process. The 

importance of the intermediary is not only based on his/her capability to speak Chinese 

and Italian thoroughly but the real scope of his/her presence is to be able to communicate 

the real meaning behind a word or a phrase. Often the intermediary has to divert form a 

literal translation to a different one that embodies the real message behind the words. For 

example, it is rare for a Chinese to directly criticize the counterpart or his/her offer, he/she 

would prefer to express himself in a more indirect way in order to avoid making his/her 

counterpart lose face. This action could cause a misunderstanding among the parties 

where the western party may believe his/her offer can be accepted whereas the Chinese 

counterpart has already expressed its refusal. Only a person with a deep knowledge about 

Chinese culture and its nuances can read and explain the moods, intonations, facial 

expressions, and body language Chinese negotiators exhibit during a formal negotiation 

session. As underlined before it is quite difficult to earn the trust or the possibility to set 

up a profitable cooperation with a Chinese counterpart without some kind of connection. 

Trust can be earned through guanxi. Also regarding this point the figure of the 

intermediary is important because even if the intermediary has little or no guanxi with the 

Chinese counterpart thanks to his/her ability to speak the Chinese language and to be able 

to understand and share the same cultural framework will be able to create a bond with 

him/her and therefore put both parties at ease.  
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Westerners, especially Italians, sometimes find difficult to understand the straight 

formality of Chinese business when it comes to hierarchy. The Confucian values of 

deference and obedience to one's superior are still important in China. The easy-going 

attitude aimed at thawing the initial coldness during a negotiation may backfire horribly 

if the westerner part fails to understand the values behind the formality. At the beginning 

of the negotiation the maximum respect must be given to the representative of the 

company even if he/she may appear dressing and behaving casually. That person is there 

for a reason and probably has the power to decide whether to establish commercial ties 

with the Italian winery or to interrupt the negotiation immediately. Here is an example of 

the possible outcome of not paying the due respect to the person sent by the Chinese 

company: 

“The company sent a relatively young and low- level sales representative to a high-level 

negotiation. The Chinese executive remarked, “Ah, you’re about the same age as my son.” 

The Chinese felt insulted by the Americans’ failure to send an executive whose rank at 

least equaled theirs. They doubted the Americans’ sincerity, and the deal died before it 

began.”112 

After the initial presentation, knowing the different cultural framework and having an 

intermediary to help during the process, the negotiation can start. Being able to respect 

the Chinese etiquette during the negotiations is extremely important. It must be avoided 

any gesture perceived as disgraceful or showing one’s impatience. Being able to foster 

trust and harmony among the respective parties will surely enhance the chances of getting 

the contract signed. This of course doesn’t mean that the Chinese counterpart will avoid 

any possible measure to obtain the most favourable treatment form the western 

counterpart. The winery should be ready to face a formidable negotiator who is aiming to 

obtain the best deal for his/her company. For example, during some interviews, the 

subjects reported that in order to force the company to sign the contract the Chinese 
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counterpart the Chinese negotiators implied that they have already started preliminary 

talks with other competitors. 

In order to impress and show that the winery is respecting its counterpart it is useful the 

presence of a high-level manager or even the founder of the company. Their presence 

may make the difference between a success or a failure. The presence of one of the top 

executives of the company will be perceived as a show of respect and commitment. 

Usually the top executives will not have to handle the negotiations directly but their role 

will be to build a good guanxi with the Chinese counterpart through dinners, meetings 

and social events. 

The length of negotiations was underlined by the majority of the interviewed as one of 

the most difficult and extenuating part of bargaining with Chinese. Because of the 

different point of view and the different aimed results the negotiation can go on at a great 

length before signing the contract. Usually if the western counterpart is aiming at selling 

a determined kind of product at a determined price range the Chinese counterpart is 

adopting a more holistic approach, it wants to investigate the company’s history, its 

productivity, the possibility to be able to sell different kind of products and most 

importantly the probing the effective capability of its counterpart. Chinese negotiators 

tend to tackle all the issues at once without a linear approach skipping from one topic to 

the other. This can generate a sense of confusion and even frustration especially when a 

specific topic was already considered as solved and set aside. The length of the 

negotiations can also mean that the Chinese counterpart isn’t interest anymore in the 

offering but doesn’t want to cause the western counterpart to lose face or doesn’t want to 

create conflict among the parties. It will simply procrastinate till also the other party lose 

interest in the negotiation. According to John L. Graham and N. Mark Lam113 there are 

some details that show whether the Chinese counterpart is interested in continuing the 

negotiation or not, for example the presence of high level executive attending the 

discussion and asking specific questions about the contract, its realization and the 
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outcome. Additionally, if there are requests for more meetings, to involve the 

intermediary in the negotiations and for additional parts such as overseas training or 

promotion material it shows the presence of a genuine interest from the Chinese side. 

According to the interviews and to the data collected a great deal of patience is needed 

when negotiating with Chinese. Usually during the negotiation, the Chinese counterpart 

seems to detain more bargaining power thanks to its silences, dilatory tactics and to the 

unintelligibility of its final goal. The western negotiator should politely but firmly adhere 

to its proposal without making too many concessions that may be interpreted as a sign of 

weakness. Moreover, he/she should not take anything for granted: always ask to clarify 

the grey zones, in order to avoid giving the chance to the Chinese counterpart to exploit 

it and gain more contractual power. Also, every concession should be made in order to 

gain a concession from the counterpart and not only to show good faith or trust because 

the Chinese counterpart might request more concessions seeing the easiness of how the 

first concessions where given. 

Finally, signing the contract is the most delicate moment of the entire negotiation. It is 

not uncommon that at this point of the negotiation the Chinese counterpart might find a 

detail or a slight variation that has not been discussed, causing the entire process to start 

again from the beginning. According to Harold Chee114 the conclusive phase that leads to 

finalising the agreement is perceived differently by Chinese and Westerners. For the 

Chinese, the contract is considered as a summary of the discussion and of the agreements 

between the two parties but it is not fixed, it is considered mutable as mutable is the 

relationship among the parties. Whereas for the Western company the contract is legally 

binding, cannot be changed and should be respected. After signing the contract, the 

follow-up part is as important as the entire negotiation. This part is often overlooked by 

many Italian wineries, the client must be followed during all the distribution process, 

providing promotion material, keeping in contact, paying visits and helping them with 

their requests in order to create a beneficial mutual long-term relationship. 
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One of the most frustrating part, according to the interviewed managers was the 

continuous uncertainty regarding the negotiation result during the whole negotiation 

process. One manger recalled that at the beginning of the negotiation the Chinese 

counterpart showed a lot of interest toward the winery’s products, he continuously asked 

for more details, for guaranties that they would meet, for a sizable quantitative of stock 

to be made available for him. The manager enthusiastically tried to satisfy his request by 

sending all the requested data and by preparing the stock that was asked, when the 

negotiation seemed almost concluded, having agreed all the details, the Chinese 

counterpart simply disappeared without informing the manager. He didn’t respond to any 

tentative of getting into communication with him and never showed up again. Without 

generalizing and with the necessary differentiation it appears to be a feature of a 

significative percentage of Chinese businessmen to show a great dose of enthusiasm at 

the beginning, inquiring many details about the company’s products, current situation and 

history; engaging in negotiations to start a cooperation and then suddenly not answering 

anymore to the attempts of communicating with them and simply disappearing. So, in 

order to avoid excessive preparations and maybe having to renounce to other possible 

clients in order to satisfy what it seems an important costumer but might not be able to 

back up its interest with practical results, a manager should be cautious and try to verify 

the effective capability of the counterpart by investigating its past records in the market 

by using natives or sector experts in order to assess its effectiveness or asking to other 

wineries’ colleagues if they have any record about him. I noticed that the female managers 

interviewed were more willingly to share the information about a determined client, 

especially one with bad records with other colleagues rather than the male ones. 

Cooperation among different wineries has proven successful in order to limit the possible 

losses from toxic clients. 
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3.3.3) A comparison between Italian and French wine in 

China 

 

Chinese experts and wine lovers when asked about Italian wine in comparison with the 

French wine almost unanimously answered that Italian wine, although has quality, cannot 

enjoy the same popularity as the French wine. It appears that top quality wine and French 

wine are almost synonymous in the mind of many Chinese. This paragraph will explore 

how the French wine became so embedded in the Chinese minds and what Italian wineries 

can learn from the French model in order to replicate a part of its success. 

It is indeed true that French wine has a long history behind and its wines are often 

classified among the most expensive and among the top-quality ones but also Italian 

wines has a long history and are of the top quality. The reasons behind this sharp 

difference among Italian and French wine in Chinese perception is the different 

promotion adopted by the French and by the Italians. Italian wines entered the market 

relatively late if compared with the French wines and still occupy a quite small market 

share. So, following the suggestions of one of the Chinese wine expert interviewed, 

analysing the French model will be helpful in order to understand how to enhance the 

visibility of the Italian wine. This of course doesn’t mean copying the French way, blindly 

adopting it and hoping for an easy solution but to understand what made the French 

penetration successful and if Italy can improve some areas of its wine promotion in China . 

With China’s opening up in 1980, French wine was the first imported wine in China and 

the French firm Remy Martin formed the first Sino-French Joint-Venture with Tianjin 

Dynasty Winery Ltd.115 Being the first mover in the Chinese wine market enabled the 
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French wines to develop a strong brand recognition, to win the loyalty of the consumers 

and to have more time to adapt the products to the requirements of the Chinese customers. 

Of course, the advantages of being the first to do something cannot be changed nor 

emulated in an already opened market but another important detail can be noticed in the 

first Sino-French Joint Venture: the willingness to cooperate. When approaching the 

Chinese wine market, the French wineries didn’t try to egoistically compete with native 

players for market shares but instead chose to put together their resources in order to share 

the market with the native players. They shared their know-how, their experience, their 

techniques and in exchange they were granted the possibility to get known by the 

producers, distributors and consumers as the experts, the best wine producers and also to 

know Chinese tastes, preferences and requests. French producers were able to adapt to 

Chinese tastes without imposing their wine only because of its quality or value, they 

produced sweeter wines at the beginning in order to avoid a too brutal shock and to slowly 

accompany the consumers to more western tastes. Because of their capability to 

compromise and to understand the Chinese consumers they were able to conquer their 

hearts: in the Chinese mind French wines hold the top place for quality, taste and 

recognizability. Another important characteristic of the French model is the whole 

following up process. Once sold and shipped the wine they follow their product during 

the whole distribution process. They support the distributor by continuously keeping in 

contact with him/her and by providing support when needed. Moreover, they invest part 

of their capital in order to promote and provide logistic and intelligence support to help 

and guide the distributors about how to better market the product and to whom market it. 

Finally, one last important characteristic about the French model is the presence of 

specialised personnel selling French wine. In relevant retail shops selling French wine the 

presence of highly formed personnel, especially about French wines, is considered a must 

have for every wine offering. Thanks to the presence of these experts French producers 

are also able to monitor the current trends and to adapt to the changes of the Chinese 

market. Undoubtedly French wine enjoys a high consideration into the Chinese wine 

market. 
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The high regard for the French wines and their fame as top quality products led to a new 

level of Chinese investments into producing wine: currently Chinese businessmen are 

heavily investing in famous wine producing regions in France. There are several reasons 

and some may lie outside the simple love for wine, but the most important reasons are 

surely the perceived quality and importance of a luxury item producer such as a chateau 

in Bordeaux or in Burgundy can bring. The reason of this trend according to Suzanne 

Mustacich, author of the book ‘Thirsty Dragon: China’s Lust for Bordeaux and the Threat 

to the World’s Best Wines’, is the Bordeaux long term work and endurance in establishing 

itself as a luxury brand in China.  

 “They convinced them to drink something they had never seen before,” says Mustacich, 

comparing its brand to Rolex. Bordeaux’s biggest export market is now China, but the 

French were surprised that after becoming hooked on the wine, investors came back to 

buy up real estate.116 

3.3.4) Enotourism 

During the interview with Roberta Capitello, author of the book “The Wine Value China 

in China”, one of the topic discussed was how to promote Italian wine through tourism. 

She reckons that promoting Italian wines and more broadly the Italian lifestyle could go 

through an offering of different factors representing Italy to the Chinese tourists. 

Italy is becoming one of the top destinations for Chinese tourists, according to the 

statistics form the Italian consulate general in Guangzhou in 2016 Italy welcomed more 

than 900,000 visitors form the Chinese mainland confirming the double-digit annual 

growth of the past decade.117 

                                                           
116 I. FRASER, Why Chinese investors are snapping up Bordeaux vineyards. (2017), [online] The 

Telegraph. Available at: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/06/11/chinese-investors-snapping-
bordeaux-vineyards/. 

 
117 CHINADAILY.COM.CN. Italy rolls out red carpet for Chinese tourists - China - Chinadaily.com.cn. 

(2017). [online] Available at: http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-05/11/content_29296645.htm 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/06/11/chinese-investors-snapping-bordeaux-vineyards/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/06/11/chinese-investors-snapping-bordeaux-vineyards/
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Even though the Chinese tourist is often spending a short amount of time in each Italian 

city and usually doesn’t have much spare time, nevertheless this number hides an 

impressive promotional potential for wineries planning to establish a contact with 

potential Chinese wine consumers.  The possibility to combine together art, wine and 

typical food may create a vivid curiosity in the mind of the Chinese tourist and, once 

home, he/she might want to buy again that wine or at least a similar wine to savour it and 

remember his/her Italian holidays. In order to be able to reach these results the first step, 

of course, is to stimulate business networks in order to create a connection between the 

usual urban destinations with the wine growing areas. Wine growing areas are often 

decentralized from the main tourist flows. Wine experience and wine tourism can blend 

in the usual touristic tour as an event different from the usual offering, therefore 

increasing the memorability of the whole touristic experience. Being able to link Italian 

wine, a living part of the Italian culture with the Italian heritage will create mutual 

beneficial for the wineries and the whole tourism industry. An increase in recognisability 

and distinctiveness means a competitive advantage towards other touristic destination 

lacking wine heritage. Nowadays tourists are becoming more and more demanding, 

besides recreational and cultural activities they express a desire to live authentic 

experiences, to be immersed in the local costums, traditions and daily life of the host 

population. They look for new and more authentic sensations, not only visiting places but 

also visiting people, visiting unseen and secluded scenarios, exploring and studying what 

is different from what they are used to see. In order to maintain the increase of Chinese 

tourists visiting Italy the solely communication of the territorial image is no longer 

sufficient, wine tourism destinations and urban destination should pool together their 

resources to communicate a coherent identity. Being able to wisely mix the right amount 

of wine tasting, leisure time and visits to the main monuments of the area will surely grant 

the success of the visit and connect the wine tasting experience with the entire positive 

experience of visiting Italy. 

 I personally took part as assistant and guide in several wine tours and trips around Italy. 

One of the most successful ones was the one  able to captivate the Chinese interest without 
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flooding them with too many notions, alternating moments of studying with moments of 

relaxing. Informing the tourist about the characteristic of the wine through games or 

competitions that involves also the territory and its characteristics will surely enhance the 

probability of making them remember better the information. After a day spent visiting 

the main monuments of the area, and visiting the winery while immersed into the nature, 

being able to taste the typical food of that territory together with a glass of the promoted 

wine will create a good memory in the mind of the consumer, he/she will have a positive 

emotional response every time he/she sees the same wine that was tasted in that particular 

event. 

The presence of a cultural mediator is of tantamount importance in order to avoid cultural 

misunderstandings between the owner of the winery and the Chinese tourists. Also having 

a person able to speak the Chinese language and not perceived as directly linked to a 

determined winery as a person who is trying to sell the product to them but, with the task 

of creating a memorable touristic experience will bolster the possibility of receiving an 

honest and sincere feedback about the wines, the best way of presenting them, the real 

chances of succeeding in selling them to China and the blunders to avoid. A wine tour in 

Italy that can be considered to be memorable should take advantage of all the resources 

Italy has to offer: 

-Italian history and heritage, the presence of all over Italy of important and ancient 

monuments has a deep effect on Chines tourists that result sensitive about the length of 

Italian history and the artistical masterpieces it created. 

-Italian nature and scenarios, the richness and diversity of the Italian scenarios is 

impressive also for the Chinese tourist. It is preferable to bring them into some natural 

trip in order to let them feel and perceive the nature around them. Of course, the trip 

should be provided with all the comforts such as air conditioner, umbrella for the sun and 

the right spot where to take pictures 

-Italian cuisine is well known and respected all over the world, it is appreciated also in 

China. Chinese tourists tasting Italian dishes are expecting to savour something new and 
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intriguing but not too far from their taste. The presentation of the dish should also be 

harmonic and good-looking. It is preferable to serve few big dishes in order to let the 

guest help themselves as they would do in China. It should be avoided presenting food 

that are too similar to their cuisine such as risotto or tortellini. Their preparation is 

different from the Chinese one and seeing something so similar to their food would cause 

the Chinese to expect a similar taste whereas he/she would be disappointed by the real 

taste. 

-Italian wine, after a long and rich trip in the Italian artistic cities or natural spots, tasting 

Italian wine together with the description of the story behind its production and the history 

of the company producing it will surely captivate their interest. Italy is becoming more 

and more famous about wine in China and having the possibility to taste and savour the 

best Italian wine must be an important part of the touristic experience. It would be 

preferable the presence of the owner of the winery or of a high-level manager to resent 

the products to the Chinese tourists. His/ Her presence will undoubtedly would give way 

to a series of toast to show appreciation and respect. The practical result is that all those 

present at the table will have to drink at least a little bit of the wine in the glass therefore 

tasting it and discovering if it suits their taste or not. 

These four pillars should be present in every voyage to Italy in order to benefit the local 

businesses, the wineries and the tourists by letting them blend into a true a real Italian life 

while visiting Italy 

3.3.5) Branding 

Especially in China, the consumers often lack the knowledge to make informed and 

confident purchasing decisions. To the newcomers the wine world’s many nuances seems 

too complicated and difficult to remember so they use the name of the brand, its 

popularity and the reviews about it as an indicator and suggestion to lead their purchases. 

Therefore, according to the suggestions of the Chinese interviewed, considering the 

difficulties of remembering or even pronouncing the name of many Italian wines it would 
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be more useful to create a brand that could be easily remembered and could possibly have 

some connections with the Italian history or about what makes Italy famous in China. 

The brand appears to be of tantamount importance especially in China. To succeed it must 

firstly possess a suitable brand name, a name that can be easily remembered by Chinese 

consumers. It is not uncommon to notice many western brands to be translated into 

Chinese brands when entering Chinese market, of course the choice of how to rename it 

cannot be casual but must follow determined principles. First of all, it should reflect the 

characteristics of the brand, to enable a connection with its targeted customers, to consider 

any possible association with Chinese culture and to avoid any possible negative 

association. There are four possible ways to adapt the brand name to the Chinese 

market:118 

-Direct translation. If the brand has a meaning that can be directly translated simply using 

a dictionary and the correlation between the translation and the original meaning does not 

change then the direct translation is a viable option 

-Transliteration. This has been one of the most popular approach of choosing a Chinese 

version of the brand’s name. It consists in choosing the correspondent Chinese character 

according to the pronunciation of the brand 

-Adaptation. Given the importance of the Chinese markets some brands decided to adapt 

their names in order to convey a message is positive to Chinese eyes. A paraphrase of the 

original meaning of the brand may result into a better choice than a transliteration that 

might sound cacophonic or difficult to be remembered 

-Combination. This is often the most complete choice when it comes to communicate 

one’s brand name, values, make it memorable and deliver a positive message. This 

practice combines translation, transliteration and adaptation. The strong similarity 

                                                           
118J. USUNIER, J. LEE, Marketing across cultures (4a. ed.). Harlow: Pearson Educación.  (2005) 
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between pronunciation and the meaning conveyed by the characters will communicate a 

clear and coherent message. 

 The brand’s translation must be able to communicate the winery’s values and identity to 

Chinese consumers, it represents the business card of the firm. For this reason, before 

deciding to launch the brand’s name it is preferable to conduct a survey on a sample of 

wine buyers in order to assess the effectiveness of the brand. The brand’s name should be 

connected in some ways with the Italian history, culture and tradition. It should be almost 

immediate for the Chinese consumers to recognize that brand as Italian. It is necessary to 

leverage what they know about Italy by adding something to their ideas another piece of 

Italy. 

Each brand should have its own distinct name and products forming a kind of personality 

that can be associated to it. In order to create consistent brand personality marketing 

materials must portray its essence the scope of the firm, its mission and its history the 

identity of the brand must be complete with its essence and clearly communicated. 

Creating a personality, essence or identity of a brand takes focused effort; relational style 

and approach have to be coherent and consistent with the corporate identity and brand 

positioning.119 

The brand should communicate with the Chinese consumers by using their local cultural 

context, evaluating and analysing the particular needs and requests shaped by the local 

culture. According to Nunes et al120, who conducted a survey on more than a thousand 

                                                           
119  D. LI, The importance of brand-building in the Chinese wine market.  (2017). [online] 
Decanterchina.com. Available at: https://www.decanterchina.com/en/columns/demeis-view-wine-
communication-from-a-chinese-winemaker/the-importance-of-brand-building-in-the-chinese-wine-
market 
 
120 Paul F. NUNES, Susan A. PIOTROSKI, Lay LIM, Michael MATHEIS. “Seven lessons for building a winning 

brand in China", Strategy & Leadership, Vol. 38 Issa 1 pp. 42 – 49 (2010), 

 

https://www.decanterchina.com/en/columns/demeis-view-wine-communication-from-a-chinese-winemaker/the-importance-of-brand-building-in-the-chinese-wine-market
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https://www.decanterchina.com/en/columns/demeis-view-wine-communication-from-a-chinese-winemaker/the-importance-of-brand-building-in-the-chinese-wine-market
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Chinese buyers, in order to build a solid and successful brand in China there are several 

steps to be made in order to create a brand in China.: 

The first and most important one is to build trust with the Chinese consumers, according 

to the survey trustworthiness was rated as the most important factor when it comes to 

choose a brand. Chinese consumers are willing to buy any brand if it is considered to be 

of high quality. Regarding the wine industry, wines from Old World countries are often 

perceived to be of higher quality than native wines. Emphasizing the high quality of a 

product and therefore its trustworthiness is the bedrock to build a solid brand reputation. 

Once a solid and trustworthy reputation has been built the brand should find a proper way 

to connect with Chinese consumers and to convince them that it matches their desires. 

Chinese consumers are very sensitive to the messages conveyed by brands and tend to 

buy a specific brand because of its similarity with their lifestyle and beliefs. A foreign 

wine brand should communicate its high quality, the long story and tradition behind it 

and its particularity. Another relevant characteristic to consider when promoting a brand 

in China is to show the brand cares about the Chinese people. To show the willingness to 

support some local programs or overall contributing to the Chinese welfare by providing 

natural and healthy products. For wineries, the willingness to cooperate with the native 

ones sharing some of their know-how and then massively advertising the cooperation 

between them and a local winery is an investment that would surely pay-off.  

To communicate its message a brand should find a suitable channel. China is at the 

forefront in the usage of many kinds of media from television to websites. Although the 

importance of advertising and promoting through internet must not be underestimated 

many different media can be used to convey the message, for example using billboards 

or through public events. Another important source of promotion and advertising is a 

positive product review. Chinese consumers keep product reviews in high consideration, 

more than consumers elsewhere. If the review comes from a famous blogger or influencer 

it can make or break the brand reputation. So, in order to promote the winery brand, 

wineries in China should look for the most important media outlets, blogs or websites that 

cover their products and providing them with favourable reviews, stories or suggestions 
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about how to pair the food with the wine, the right temperature or suggestions from 

worldwide recognized wine experts. The brand must be recognizable and on the mouth 

of the people, it must not be forgotten. Events, reviews, dinners, online promotion are 

some of the tools a winery must use in order to keep its brand known and to spread its 

recognizability. Finally, after generating all the buzz around the new brand the winery of 

course must make the product available to the consumers in order to let them see it, try it, 

taste it and buy it.  

One of the most successful ways of promoting and valorising the brand is thorough digital 

marketing; the companies shouldn’t limit themselves at buying some pages on a magazine 

but should take advantage of all the possibilities offered by the digital world. Digital 

marketing is able to deliver a compelling communication by using many of the different 

abovementioned tools. The endorsement by celebrities or influencer is more immediate 

and has a broader diffusion in the digital world. The digital word of mouth combined with 

expert reviews, wine ambassadors and an emotional but also credible product presentation 

and history will boost the brand recognition. By using digital marketing, the company is 

able to target the investment to the interested followers therefore reducing the overall 

target but also the overall costs of a broader campaign. All the tools, online and offline 

should cooperate together in order to deliver a coherent and compelling message. The 

following up after an event is of paramount importance in order to enhance the brand 

visibility. The company should be able to engage the Chinese customers with interesting, 

compelling and positive promotional material, events and by using the product itself.  To 

connect with them through the shared consumption of the product, the events and the 

continuous communication between the company and the public should be one of the 

brand’s priorities. By taking advantage of the contact with the public, a coherent and 

compelling storytelling should be communicated. Moreover, by showing care and 

attentions to the necessities of the customers the winery should be able to foster loyalty 

into the consumers therefore creating fidelity to the brand. 

Creating a brand and promoting it is a costly effort especially in a huge market as the 

Chinese one. A solution to this problem can be pulling a wine producing region wineries 
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resources together. One of the biggest complaints that emerged from the interviews is the 

incapability of Italian wineries to team up together sharing resources and information in 

order to robustly penetrate the market. If they can build brands in China not only around 

a single company but around wine producing regions this will certainly bring a positive 

promotion for all those wineries in that area. One of the most successful examples is the 

Bordeaux region in France, thanks to their focused efforts by regulating the production 

processes, promoting the brand and protecting its image, the wineries form this region 

where able to establish a high end and quality regional brand image in China.  

3.3.6) E-commerce  

This topic was one of the most controversial during the interviews, a part of the 

interviewed backed up the idea of e-commerce as the new frontier of selling wine in China 

while other deemed it as a trap or simply an unsuccessful sales tool. Undoubtedly the 

world of e-commerce is experiencing a huge growth in China. In 2015 the amount of 

China’s online transactions reached 622.5$ US billion. 121 

The staggering success of online retails has much to do with the rapid changing in the 

social context. The rise of online and, especially, mobile technology has deeply 

transformed people’s consumption habits from an offline cash oriented system to an 

online credit card one. The massive presence of smartphones through the entire 

population enables the connection to the ecommerce platforms therefore increasing their 

popularity and availability. The possibility of comparing prices and to gauge different 

offers by simply connecting thorough the platform from a smartphone surely is appealing 

for many potential customers. 

China’s e-commerce market is mainly dominated by domestic platforms. The two biggest 

players are Tmall and JD which controls respectively 57.7 percent and 25.1 percent of the 

market. The others minor players are Suning, Vipahop, Gome, Yihaodian, Dangdang, 

                                                           
121 BRIEFING, C. LOGGING IN: Understanding E-Commerce in China - China Briefing News. (2017).  

[online] China Briefing News. Available at: http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2016/03/24/logging-in-

understanding-e-commerce-in-china.html#more-40991 
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Amazon and Jmei. In 206 the number of costumers buying wine from various online 

stories reached 21 million people.122 

Online purchase is gaining more and more popularity. Another important reason is the 

overall lower prices that those e-commerce platforms are able to offer compared to offline 

stores. Finally, the quality of the product and its value in terms of money are expected to 

be higher on reliable platforms, the buyers expect to be able to get a superior quality with 

the same amount of money During the Wine2Wine event I had the opportunity to listen 

to the exposition of Alessandro Felici, CEO of Evlonet123, who presented the major e-

commerce trends in China the opportunities to take and the mistakes to avoid. Regarding 

E-commerce in China, he explained how to have a successful approach and some 

examples about it. First of all, he underlined the necessity of creating an Omnichannel 

that could encompass online and offline channels. Being able to materially touch the 

product, observe it and taste it is still one of the major necessities for the Chinese customer, 

the importance of brick and stone retail doesn’t have to be underestimated. But, in order 

to promote the product and increase its availability having an online platform is becoming 

more and more important. Wineries planning to sell wine online in China can choose 

between three different models: 124 

-Selling directly to consumers from a channel hosted outside China. This option is the 

less resource requiring one but it appears to be the least effective because of the overall 

poor performance of the website in China due to the low traffic volume and the lack of 

fast response when a potential consumer want to visit the winery’s website. Moreover, 

                                                           
122  ZHONGGUO-WINE.COM. Wine Sale in China is Boosted Through E-commerce | Zhongguo Wine. 

[ (2017). online] Available at: http://www.zhongguo-wine.com/2017/04/04/wine-sale-in-china-is-
boosted-through-e-commerce/ 

 
123 Evlonet is an online distributor, service provider and strategic partner of leading international brands in 

China, specialised in traditional E-commerce, Cross Border E-commerce and Omnichannel Retail. 

Available at http://www.evlonet.com/ 

 
124S. PHILLIPS, CBBC Guide to E-commerce in China. (2013). [online] http://www.iberchina.org/. 

Available at: http://www.iberchina.org/files/E-Commerce-Report_china.com 
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the website should be able to accept more international and more Chinese payment tools 

such as Union Pay or Alipay 

-Selling thorough a local third party B2C platform. By using a third party B2c platform 

the winery outsources the entire online sale and distribution process to the third-party 

platform, it is a fast way to set up and start an online channel. The flaws are the necessity 

of a local agent to manage to e-store and the limited capability of differentiating the 

product from the competitors. 

-Selling directly to consumers from the company owned Chinese website. This option is 

the most complete one. By controlling its own Chinese website, the company can more 

easily analyse the market and consumer trends and reduce the time needed to open the 

website home page therefore increasing the easiness of accessing the information about 

the product and maintain the brand value without a third party’s interference. In order to 

be able to have its own Chinese website the winery must outsource its creation to a China-

based team that will provide technical support and the website development. High 

investments in digital marketing are required in order to maintain the website visibility. 

Finally, the company should have a Chinese legal identity in China and apply for an 

Internet Content Provider license, the entire procedure will require more time than selling 

the product through Chinese third-party platforms 

By far the most common and most successful way for small and medium wineries is to 

use third party B2C platforms in China, such as Tmall or JD. These platforms require 

companies that are not Chinese to provide tax registration documents and a local Chinese 

business license in order to approve their request of set up an online store in their 

platforms. Usually small or medium wineries does not have the necessary documentation 

to put up an e-store, therefore these company with no legal identity in China can appoint 

a local agent or a specialized international company to manage the e-store on their behalf. 

The services provided by the appointed agent or company will vary according to their 

cooperation agreement, they can be: transporting the product from Italy to China, dealing 

with the Customs, promoting the product through websites or digital marketing. In order 
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to avoid misunderstandings about the product, its placement and the message it carries 

the winery should closely work together with the service provider. By buying a market 

place on the first page or in the top list of the e-commerce platforms wineries can easily 

promote and quickly create popularity around to its products, by implementing this 

method the winery is basically creating an online flagship store.  

One of the biggest misgivings about the usage of online platforms was the possibility for 

the customer to check the price online, leaving no room for bargaining and, therefore, 

creating problems for the offline distributors by eliminating their possibility of 

implementing a different price. Alessandro Felici stressed the importance of a tight 

coordination between offline and online channels. The winery must promote a price 

harmonization strategy in order to avoid the cannibalization of the distributors. A 

difference of prices among offline and online is to be expected due to the different costs 

but the gap expected should be around 10% of the overall price. When there is a 30%-40% 

gap between online and offline the difference will create conflicts among the offline 

distributors and the winery because of the impossibility of selling the product. A solution 

regarding how to offset the competitiveness of online to offline could be to include in the 

deal with offline distributors and retailers an investment in order to help promotion of the 

product and to send highly formed personnel in order to educate the customer about the 

product, its particularity, when and how to consume it. Usually the wineries with strong 

offline distribution networks encounter more problems when dealing with e-commerce 

platforms due to the strong bargaining powers of the offline distributors. Online sales 

reduce the overall profitability from the distributors side by occupying market shares, 

creating a direct competition between offline and online distributors, creating price’s 

transparency and causing the seller to earn less money per bottle sold. 125 

Alessandro Felici at the end of his presentation underlined the necessity of an integration 

between offline and online, considering all the viable channels to sell and promote the 

                                                           
125 WWW.EASTWESTBANK.COM. Changing Tastes: China’s Imported Wine Industry. (2017).  
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wine. A tight cooperation among the parties together with a continuous communication 

is the only way to avoid or mitigate the possible contrasts that might arise among offline 

and online channels. He therefore stated that, given the importance of the Chinese market, 

its cutting edge social platforms and online sales platforms, being able to successfully 

operate in this complex market will surely grant a worldwide competitive advantage to 

all those wineries able to do so. 
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Conclusions 

 

The aim of the research was to assess whether Italian wine could possibly improve its 

presence into the Chinese market and into the Chinese people minds and hearts.  I was 

astonished when I firstly discovered that the Italian wine in China had so little market 

share and such few recognitions. It is true that China is not the only wine importing 

country nor one of the major one for Italy but with its internal wine consumption 

continuously shrinking the necessity to find new and promising markets for the Italian 

wine is becoming vital.  

In the first chapter, I wanted to present the overall wine industry in order to clearly 

understand the trends behind it, the current Italian wine industry situation and the 

attractiveness of the Chinese market. Italy confirms itself as one of the top wine producing 

regarding quality and volume, whereas China confirms itself as one of the most promising 

markets for wine because of its growing middle class, increasing income, interest toward 

the consumption of healthy food and a favourable political scenario. With such a strong 

vocation toward exports the Italian wine industry cannot overlook such an important 

market as China. Other players realized its importance before Italian wineries did, they 

developed a coherent differentiation strategy by leveraging their competitive advantage 

and thoroughly research the market and its specificities. 

In the second chapter, the major consideration regarding internationalization were 

presented. The focus was on how small medium wineries could create a strategic 

internationalization plan, how to implement it, the obstacles they could face and how to 

overtake them. One of the major obstacles in the strategy’s realization was the lack of 

resources and knowledge, to overcome these to obstacle it is necessary for the wineries 

or to seek the support of governmental institutions whose aim is to support the 

internationalization toward a determined country or to pool together their resources and 

knowledge in order to create a shared investment that could benefit all the players 
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involved. Besides the lack of resources and knowledge about the Chinese market I wanted 

to underline the necessity of a proper cultural approach to foreignness as the first tool for 

every winery planning to leave a culturally similar area for a culturally foreign area as 

China. This factor is often shallowly analysed or overlooked as a minor and not vital 

detail for the business of the company. In order to really understand a cultural foreign 

market and to be able to communicate with it effectively a firm must realise the cultural 

baggage itself has, how it influences its agency and how to properly mediate with it and 

with the foreign market’s culture.  

In the third chapter, a resume of the interviews’ results was presented, these results were 

also integrated with what I could experience and observe during the wine tours and when 

it was possible to interact with Chinese buyers. The aim of this last chapter was to 

underline the major obstacles wineries or wineries’ managers experienced when dealing 

with Chinese and the various solutions or topics that needed to be developed in order to 

improve the current situation of Italian wine in the Chinese market. What emerged is that 

although there are many serious obstacles in the implementation of a successful 

penetration strategy in the Chinese wine market, an increased willingness to invest, to 

research and to cooperate with Chinese buyers has been shown by those working in this 

sector. 

During this research, I realized that Italian wine has the potential to acquire more 

recognizability, more market share, to enjoy a better positioning in the minds of Chinese 

customers but it is still ill-presented to the final consumers. Relying only on the winery’s 

heritage, on the wine fame and on the terroir will not grant the capability of successfully 

sell wine in China. The capability of compromising and the humility of accepting the 

particularities of the Chinese market are needed in order to start planning a proper 

business strategy for the Italian wine in China. Having an appropriate cultural mindset is 

only the first step in order to sell Italian wine in China. A winery should carefully plan its 

entrance choice, assess the advantages and the shortcomings of it and see if it is the best 

possible choice it can make. A deep research in order to choose the right agents and 

distributors and to evaluate how the market will respond the winery’s products will take 
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time and resources but will boost the probability of a successful penetration rather than a 

more casual and enthusiasm driven approach. The resources invested should not be 

limited to how approach the market but should also encompass promotion, support to the 

distributors and follow up services. The French wine success in China has proven how 

promotion and education are important in a still non acquainted market, being able to be 

on the field, talking with the local wine lovers, distributors and consumers will greatly 

enhance the chances of increase the recognition of the product. Education is one of the 

main pillars that should support the whole penetration strategy, through education the 

demand for more differentiated wine will arise therefore creating new market niche for 

Italian wines. As stated before in order to promote and encourage Chinese consumers to 

try different types of wine Italian wineries should communicate fewer details about their 

product, stressing the history behind it, behind the winery, how to consume it and with 

what type of food can be paired rather than explaining too many details about the wine 

composition, from which grapes it comes from and excessively dwell on technical terms. 

The presence of too many nuances among the different types of Italian wines has been 

proven to be a deterrent for those consumers who are interested in trying new wines but 

aren’t ready to commit themselves into studying the numerous differences of Italian wines. 

Especially in order to captivate the attention of the second and third tiers cities that will 

represent the future of the market the message delivered to them should be effective and 

simple. To properly deliver the message the wineries should successfully understand and 

effectively take advantage of the major social platforms in China such as WeChat, Sina 

Weibo and Tencent Weibo. These channels are and will become more and more influent 

and important in order to gain recognition on the market. 

The Chinese market is complex, every potential player should be prepared to commit its 

time resources in what is a medium-long term investment. Italian wine is gaining 

recognition and momentum in China thanks to a changing of attitude and to the increasing 

resources invested into it. By leveraging the knowledge of the past mistakes, the quality 

of the wine and the overall recognition that Italian products enjoy in China, Italian 

wineries are slowly increasing their presence into this complex but appealing market. 
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